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IWASAWA THEORY FOR RANKIN–SELBERG PRODUCTS OF

p-NON-ORDINARY EIGENFORMS

KÂZIM BÜYÜKBODUK, ANTONIO LEI, DAVID LOEFFLER, AND GUHAN VENKAT

Abstract. Let f and g be two modular forms which are non-ordinary at p.

The theory of Beilinson–Flach elements gives rise to four rank-one non-integral
Euler systems for the Rankin–Selberg convolution f ⊗g, one for each choice of

p-stabilisations of f and g. We prove (modulo a hypothesis on non-vanishing

of p-adic L-functions) that the p-parts of these four objects arise as the images
under appropriate projection maps of a single class in the wedge square of

Iwasawa cohomology, confirming a conjecture of Lei–Loeffler–Zerbes.
Furthermore, we define an explicit logarithmic matrix using the theory of

Wach modules, and show that this describes the growth of the Euler systems

and p-adic L-functions associated to f⊗g in the cyclotomic tower. This allows
us to formulate “signed” Iwasawa main conjectures for f ⊗ g in the spirit of

Kobayashi’s ±-Iwasawa theory for supersingular elliptic curves; and we prove

one inclusion in these conjectures under our running hypotheses.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The setting. Throughout this article, we fix an odd prime p and embeddings
ι∞ : Q ↪→ C and ιp : Q ↪→ Cp. Let f and g be two normalised, new cuspidal
modular eigenforms, of weights kf + 2, kg + 2, levels Nf , Ng, and characters εf , εg
respectively. We assume that kf , kg ≥ 0, that p - NfNg, and that f and g are both
non-ordinary at p (with respect to the embeddings we fixed).

Let E/Qp be a finite extension containing the coefficients of f and g, as well as
the roots of the Hecke polynomials of f and g at p. We shall write αf , βf , αg and
βg for these roots; we assume throughout that αf 6= βf and αg 6= βg.

Let O denote the ring of integers of E. For each h ∈ {f, g}, we fix a Galois-stable
O-lattice Rh inside Deligne’s E-linear representation of GQ. The goal of this article
is to study the Iwasawa theory of T := R∗f ⊗R∗g = Hom(Rf ⊗Rg,O) over Q(µp∞).

1.2. Main results.

Beilinson–Flach elements. For each of the four choices of pairs (λ, µ), where λ ∈
{αf , βf} and µ ∈ {αg, βg}, and each integer m ≥ 1 coprime to p, there exists a
Beilinson–Flach class

BFλ,µ,m ∈ H ⊗H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ),

as constructed in [LZ16]. For the definition of H and H1
Iw, see §2 below. The classes

BFλ,µ,m satisfy Euler-system norm relations as m varies. However, they are not
integral; that is, they do not lie H1

Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ). This is the chief difficulty in
using these elements to study the Iwasawa theory of T .

In §3.4 below, we recall the relevant properties of these classes, focussing on
their dependence on the choice of the p-stabilisation data (λ, µ). We also recall
the explicit reciprocity law relating the Beilinson–Flach classes for m = 1 to p-
adic Rankin–Selberg L-functions: applying the Perrin-Riou regulator map to the
four classes BFλ,µ,1 and projecting to suitable eigenspaces, we obtain the four
unbounded p-adic L-functions associated to f and g studied in [LZ16].

As a by-product of this analysis we also obtain four new p-adic L-functions,
which are defined and studied in §3.7. We conjecture that these fall into two pairs,
with each pair differing only by a sign. This gives a total of 6 p-adic L-functions
for f and g, which is consistent with a conjecture of Perrin-Riou, predicting one
p-adic L-function for every ϕ-eigenspace in the 6-dimensional space

∧2
E Dcris(V ).

A “rank 2” Beilinson–Flach element. In [LLZ14], it was conjectured that the four
Beilinson–Flach elements associated to f and g can be seen as the images, under
suitable linear functionals, of a single element in the wedge square of Iwasawa co-
homology. We recall this conjecture (in a slightly strengthened form) as Conjecture
3.5.1 below. Our first main result gives a partial confirmation of this conjecture,
assuming m = 1 and some technical hypotheses:

Theorem A. Suppose that all four p-adic Rankin–Selberg L-functions given as in
(3.6.1) are non-zero-divisors in H, and that the following “big image” hypotheses
hold:
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• The representation V is absolutely irreducible.
• There exists an element τ ∈ Gal(Q/Q(µp∞)) such that the E-vector space
V/(τ − 1)V is 1-dimensional.

Then there exists a class BF1 ∈ FracH ⊗Λ

∧2
H1

Iw(Q(µp∞), T ) whose image
under the appropriate choice of Perrin-Riou functional (corresponding to the choice
λ ∈ {αf , βf} and µ ∈ {αg, βg}) equals BFλ,µ,1.

See Theorem 3.9.1 below for a more precise formulation of Theorem A.

Decompositions using matrices of logarithms. By analogy with earlier work on Iwa-
sawa theory of p-supersingular motives (such as [Kob03, Lei11, LLZ10, LLZ11,
BL17]), one naturally expects the growth of the denominators of the Beilinson–
Flach elements and p-adic L-functions for f⊗g to be governed by a suitable “matrix
of logarithms”, depending only on the restriction of T to the decomposition group
at p.

In this paper, we construct such a logarithmic matrix for the representation T .
More precisely, we show that there exists a 4×4 matrix M defined over H allowing
us to decompose Perrin-Riou’s regulator map L : H1

Iw(Qp, T )→ H⊗Dcris(T ). That
is, there exist four bounded Coleman maps

Col•,◦ : H1
Iw(Qp, T ) −→ O[[Gal(Qp(µp∞)/Qp)]] , •, ◦ ∈ {#, [}

such that

L =
(
v1 v2 v3 v4

)
·M ·


Col#,#
Col#,[
Col[,#
Col[,[


for some basis {v1, v2, v3, v4} of Dcris(T ).

We conjecture that this logarithmic matrix can be used to decompose the un-
bounded Beilinson–Flach elements BFλ,µ,m into bounded classes. The precise for-
mulation (Conjecture 5.3.1 below) is that there should exist elements BF•,◦,m ∈
H1

Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ) for •, ◦ ∈ {#, [} such that

(†)


BFα,α,m
BFα,β,m
BFβ,α,m
BFβ,β,m

 = M ·


BF#,#,m

BF#,[,m

BF[,[,m
BF[,[,m

 .

We refer to these conjectural BF•,◦,m as doubly-signed Beilinson–Flach elements,
since they depend on the two choices of symbols (•, ◦).

While we are currently unable to prove such a decomposition, we show a partial
result in this direction in §5.4, where we consider the images of the unbounded
Beilinson–Flach elements at locally-algebraic characters in a certain range. We
also show that if our Conjecture 3.5.1 on the existence of integral rank-two classes
{BFm} holds for some m, then Conjecture 5.3.1 follows as a consequence.
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Bounded p-adic L-functions and Iwasawa main conjectures. On assuming that in-
tegral classes BF•,◦,1 exist satisfying (†) for m = 1, we may define bounded p-adic
L-functions by applying the integral Coleman maps Col4,� to these elements. Here
(4,�) ∈ {#, [}2 is a second pair of symbols; we refer to these p-adic L-functions as
quadruply-signed. This gives a factorization of the unbounded p-adic L-functions
into bounded ones. We formulate an Iwasawa main conjecture (Conjecture 6.2.1
below) relating these p-adic L-functions to the characteristic ideals of the Selmer
groups defined using the the intersection of the kernels of Col•,◦ and Col4,�. Using
the classical Euler system machine, we are able to show that one inclusion of this
main conjecture holds under various technical hypotheses:

Theorem B. Suppose that |kf − kg| ≥ 3 and p > kf + kg + 2. Assume the validity
of Conjecture 5.3.1, and of the hypotheses (A–Sym), (H.nA), (BI0) and at least

one of (BI1)− (BI2) stated in §6.2 below. For any integer j with 1 +
kf+kg

2 < j ≤
max(kf , kg), there exists at least one choice of symbols S = {(4,�), (•, ◦)} with
(4,�), (•, ◦) ∈ {#, [}2 such that the ωj-isotypic component of the quadruply-signed
Selmer group SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞)) is O[[Γ1]]-cotorsion and

eωjLS ∈ charO[[Γ1]] (eωj SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞))∨)

as ideals of O[[Γ1]]⊗Qp.

See Definition 6.1.2 below where we define the quadruply-signed Selmer group
SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞)) and the quadruply-signed p-adic L-function LS. See also The-
orem 6.2.4 for a more precise formulation of Theorem B as well as Proposition 5.3.4
where we give a sufficient condition for the validity of the condition (A–Sym).

Triangulordinary Selmer groups. An alternative approach to Iwasawa theory for
supersingular motives is given by Pottharst’s theory of triangulordinary Selmer
groups. This allows us to associate a Selmer group to each of the six ϕ-eigenspaces
in Dcris(V ); these Selmer groups are finitely-generated over the distribution algebra
H, rather than the Iwasawa algebra, and one expects their characteristic ideals to
be generated by the associated unbounded p-adic L-functions. As a consequence
of our results on the Iwasawa main conjectures for the bounded, quadruply-signed
p-adic L-functions, we obtain one inclusion in the Pottharst-style main conjectures,
under our running hypotheses:

Theorem C (Corollary 7.4.9 below). Suppose that all hypotheses in Theorem B
hold true and choose S = {(4,�), (•, ◦)} that ensures the validity of the conclusions
of Theorem B. Then for each λ ∈ {αf , βf} we have the divisibility

char
(
H2(Q,V†;Dλ)

) ∣∣ char (coker Col•,◦)Lp(fλ, g)

taking place in the ring H. Here, H2(Q,V†;Dλ) is the Pottharst-style Selmer group
defined in §7.2 below and Lp(fλ, g) is the Rankin–Selberg p-adic L-function associ-
ated to the p-stabilization fλ of f .

Forthcoming work. We shall study the special case when f = g with ap = 0 in
the subsequent article [BLV18]. In that case, the rank-four module T decomposes
into the direct sum of the symmetric square of R∗f and a rank-one representation,
and we use the results in the present paper to study the Iwasawa theory of the
symmetric square of f (which is complementary to the work of Loeffler–Zerbes in
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the ordinary case in [LZ15]). In this special case, we are able to verify the non-
vanishing condition that is the key hypothesis in Theorem A, allowing us to prove
unconditional versions of Theorems B and C for the symmetric square.

2. Review on p-adic power series

We recall the definitions and basic properties of the rings appearing in non-
ordinary Iwasawa theory, following [LLZ17, §2]. We fix a finite extension E/Qp
with ring of integers O, which will be the coefficient field for all the representations
we shall consider.

2.1. Iwasawa algebras and distribution algebras. Let Γ = Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q).
This group is isomorphic to a direct product ∆ × Γ1, where ∆ is a finite group of
order p− 1 and Γ1 = Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q(µp)). We choose a topological generator γ of
Γ1, which determines an isomorphism Γ1

∼= Zp.

We write Λ = O[[Γ]], the Iwasawa algebra of Γ. The subalgebra O[[Γ1]] can be
identified with the formal power series ring O[[X]], via the isomorphism sending γ
to 1 +X; this extends to an isomorphism

(2.1.1) Λ = O[∆][[X]].

We may consider Λ as a subring of the ring H of locally analytic E-valued
distributions on Γ. The isomorphism (2.1.1) extends to an identification between
H and the subring of power series F ∈ E[∆][[X]] which converge on the open unit
disc |X| < 1.

For n ≥ 0, we write ωn(X) for the polynomial (1+X)p
n−1. We set Φ0(X) = X,

and Φn(X) = ωn(X)/ωn−1(X) for n ≥ 1. We write Tw for the ring automorphism
of H defined by σ 7→ χ(σ)σ for σ ∈ Γ. Let u = χ(γ) be the image of our topological
generator γ under the cyclotomic character, so that Tw maps X to u(1 + X)− 1.
If m ≥ 1 is an integer, we define

ωn,m(X) =

m−1∏
i=0

Tw−i (ωn(X)) ; Φn,m(X) =

m−1∏
i=0

Tw−i (Φn(X))

Let logp be the p-adic logarithm in H. We define similarly

logp,m =

m−1∏
i=0

Tw−i
(
logp

)
.

Finally, we define

nm =

m−1∏
i=0

Tw−i
(

logp(1 +X)

X

)
.

2.2. Power series rings. Let A+
Qp = O[[π]], where π is a formal variable. We equip

this ring with a O-linear Frobenius endomorphism ϕ, defined by π 7→ (1 + π)p − 1,
and with an O-linear action of Γ defined by π 7→ (1 + π)χ(σ) − 1 for σ ∈ Γ, where
χ denotes the p-adic cyclotomic character.
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The Frobenius ϕ has a left inverse ψ, satisfying

(ϕ ◦ ψ)(F )(π) = 1
p

∑
ζ:ζp=1

F (ζ(1 + π)− 1) .

The map ψ is not a morphism of rings, but it is O-linear, and commutes with the
action of Γ.

We regard A+
Qp as a subring of the larger ring

B+
rig,Qp = {F (π) ∈ E[[π]] : F converges on the open unit disc} .

The actions of ϕ, ψ, and Γ extend to B+
rig,Qp , via the same formulae as before. We

shall write q = ϕ(π)/π ∈ A+
Qp , and t = logp(1 + π) ∈ B+

rig,Qp .

2.3. The Mellin transform. The action of Γ on 1 + π ∈ (A+
Qp)ψ=0 extends to an

isomorphism of Λ-modules

M : Λ
∼=−→(A+

Qp)ψ=0

1 7−→1 + π,

called the Mellin transform. This can be further extended to an isomorphism of
H-modules

H
∼=−→(B+

rig,Qp)ψ=0

which we denote by the same symbol.

Theorem 2.3.1. For all integers m,n ≥ 1, the Mellin transform induces an iso-
morphism of Λ-modules

Φn,m(X)Λ ∼= ϕn(qm)(A+
Qp)ψ=0.

Proof. See [LLZ17, Theorem 2.1 and equation (2.2)]. �

2.4. Classical and analytic Iwasawa cohomology. Let T be a finite-rank free
O-module with a continuous action of GF , where F is a finite unramified extension
of Qp. Then the Iwasawa cohomology groups of T are classically defined by

Hi
Iw(F (µp∞), T ) := lim←−

n

Hi(F (µpn), T ).

Alternatively, these can be defined using a version of Shapiro’s lemma: set T =
T ⊗Λι, where Λι denotes the free rank 1 Λ-module on which GF acts via the inverse
of the canonical character GF � Γ ↪→ Λ×. Then one has

Hi
Iw(F (µp∞), T ) ∼= H1(F,T).

If F is a number field, and Σ a finite set of places of F containing all v | p∞ and
all primes where T is ramified, then we can define similarly

Hi
Iw,Σ(F (µp∞), T ) := lim←−

n

Hi (FΣ/F (µpn), T )

∼= Hi (FΣ/F,T) ,

where FΣ is the maximal extension unramified outside Σ. In both local and global
settings, the Iwasawa cohomology groups are finitely-generated as Λ-modules, and
zero unless i ∈ {1, 2}. We define Iwasawa cohomology of V = T [1/p] by tensoring
the above groups with Qp.
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Remark 2.4.1. The group H1
Iw,Σ(F (µp∞), T ) is actually independent of the choice

of Σ, and we will frequently drop Σ from the notation. This is not the case for
H2

Iw,Σ.

The “analytic” variants of these modules, which play a key role in Pottharst’s
approach to cyclotomic Iwasawa theory of non-ordinary motives [Pot12, Pot13],
are obtained by systematically replacing Λ with the larger ring H. We define
V† = V ⊗Hι; then for F a p-adic field we have

Hi
an(F (µp∞),V) := Hi(F,V†)

∼= H⊗Λ[1/p] H
i
Iw(F (µp∞),V),

and similarly for the global setting. The importance of the analytic Iwasawa coho-
mology groups is that for F a p-adic field, the analytic Iwasawa cohomology of V
is encoded in its Robba-ring (ϕ,Γ)-module; see §7.1 below.

2.5. The Perrin-Riou regulator map. Let F be an unramified extension of
Qp, and T an O-representation of GF as before; and assume that V = T [1/p] is
crystalline, with all Hodge–Tate weights1 ≥ 0, and with no quotient isomorphic to
the trivial representation. We also fix a choice of p-power roots of unity ζpn ∈ Qp,
for n ≥ 1.

Then there is a canonical homomorphism of H-modules, the Perrin-Riou regu-
lator,

LF,V : H1
Iw (F (µp∞),V)→ H⊗ Dcris(F,V)

which interpolates the values of the Bloch–Kato logarithm and dual-exponential
maps for twists of V by locally algebraic characters of Γ.

It will be important to us later to consider how these maps interact with change
of the field F . If K/F is an unramified extension with Galois group U , then
Dcris(K,V) = K⊗F Dcris(F,V); so the source and target of the regulator map LK,V
are naturally modules over the larger group K(µp∞)/F ∼= Γ × U , and it follows
easily from the construction that LK,V commutes with the action of this group.

Moreover, we have an interaction with restriction and corestriction maps which
can be summarized by the following diagram:

(2.5.1)

H1
Iw(K(µp∞),V) H⊗ Dcris(K,V)

H1
Iw(F (µp∞),V) H⊗ Dcris(F,V).

LK,V

cores traceres

LF,V

⊆

3. Euler systems of rank 2 for Rankin–Selberg products
(Conjectures)

We expect that the Beilinson–Flach Euler system may be obtained by applying a
suitable “rank-lowering operator” to a rank-2 Euler system. Our goal in this section

1Our convention is that the Hodge–Tate weight of the cyclotomic character is +1.
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is to present a precise account of this expectation and formulate a conjecture. Even
though we are currently unable to verify this conjecture in general, it serves as
a sign-post for the signed-splitting procedure for the p-stabilized Beilinson–Flach
elements that we will develop in the later sections.

3.1. Review of Perrin-Riou’s theory. Let T be a free O-module of finite rank
with a continuous action of the absolute Galois group GQ, which is unramified
outside a finite set of primes Σ 3 p. Let V = T ⊗O E.

Let P denote a set of primes disjoint from Σ, and let N (P) denote the set of
square-free integers whose prime divisors are in P. For an integer m ∈ N (P), we
set ∆m = Gal(Q(µm)/Q) and Λm := O[[Gal(Q(µmp∞)/Q)]] ∼= Λ⊗Zp Zp[∆m].

Definition 3.1.1. An Euler system of rank r ≥ 0 is a collection of classes

cm ∈
r∧

Λm

H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞), T )

for each m ∈ N (P), such that if ` is a prime with `,m` ∈ N (P), then

(3.1.1) corQ(µm`p∞ )/Q(µmp∞ ) (cm`) =

{
P`(σ

−1
` )cm if ` - m,

cm if ` | m.

Here P`(X) := detE(1−Frob−1
` X | V ∗(1)) ∈ O[X], and σ` denotes the image of

Frob` in Gal(Q(µmp∞)/Q), where Frob` is the arithmetic Frobenius at `.

Remark 3.1.2. Perrin-Riou in fact requires r ≥ 1, but we feel that the case r = 0
should not be neglected. For r = 0 we have

∧r
Λm

H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ) = Λm, and

a rank 0 Euler system is therefore a collection of elements cm ∈ Λm for m ∈
N (P), satisfying the compatibilities (3.1.1) under the projection maps Λm` → Λm.
Such collections of elements arise naturally in the theory of p-adic L-functions: for
instance, both the Stickelberger elements for an odd Dirichlet character, and the
Mazur–Tate elements for a p-ordinary modular form, can be viewed as rank 0 Euler
systems in this sense.

Given an Euler system of rank r > 1, one can construct a multitude of Euler
systems of rank 1 with the aid of auxiliary choices of functionals on the Iwasawa
cohomology, following a recipe originally set out by Rubin in [Rub96] and later
formalized by Perrin-Riou in [PR98].

Definition 3.1.3. A Perrin-Riou functional of rank s ≥ 1 is a collection of linear
functionals {Φm : m ∈ N (P)}, where

Φm ∈
s∧

Λm

HomΛm

(
H1

Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ),Λm

)
,

such that if ` is a prime with `,m` ∈ N (P), we have

(3.1.2) Φm` ◦ resQ(µm`p∞ )/Q(µmp∞ ) = ιm`/m ◦ Φm,

where ιml/m denotes the isomorphism Λm ∼= (Λm`)
∆` sending 1 to

∑
σ∈∆`

[σ].
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As in [Rub96, Corollary 1.3], one may interpret a rank r − 1 Perrin-Riou func-
tional Φ = {Φm} as a collection of maps

Φm :

r∧
Λm

H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞), T )→ H1

Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ).

Proposition 3.1.4 (Perrin-Riou). If {cm}m∈N(P) is an Euler system of rank r
and {Φm} is a Perrin-Riou functional of rank r − 1, then

Φm(cm) ∈ H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞), T )

is a rank one Euler system.

Proof. See [PR98, Lemma 1.2.3] and [Rub96, §6]. �

Remark 3.1.5. More generally, one may interpret a rank s Perrin-Riou functional
as a “rank-lowering operator” sending rank r Euler systems to rank r − s Euler
systems. This includes the case r = s, where we understand rank 0 Euler systems
as in Remark 3.1.2 above.

3.2. Analytic Euler systems. For the applications below, we will need to con-
sider compatible families of classes not lying in Iwasawa cohomology, but in the
larger “analytic” cohomology modules of Pottharst. For simplicity, we shall only
describe this construction in rank 1.

We recall that H can be written as an inverse limit lim←−nH[n], where H[n] are

reduced affinoid algebras, and for each n we have

H[n]⊗H H1
an(Q(µmp∞),V) = H1(Q(µm),Hn ⊗E V)

by [Pot13, Theorem 1.7]. Each H[n] has a canonical supremum norm; if H[n]◦ de-
notes the unit ball for this norm, then there is a seminorm ‖·‖n onH1(Q(µm),H[n]⊗E
V) for which the unit ball is the image of H1(Q(µm),H[n]◦ ⊗O T ). (In fact this is
a norm, by [LZ16, Proposition 2.1.2(1)], but we do not need this.)

Definition 3.2.1. An analytic Euler system (of rank 1) for V is a collection of
classes cm ∈ H1

an(Q(µmp∞),V), for each m ∈ N (P), satisfying the following two
conditions:

(1) if ` is prime and m,m` ∈ N (P), then the norm-compatibility condition
(3.1.1) holds;

(2) for each n, there is a constant Cn (independent of m) such that ‖cm‖n ≤ Cn
for all m ∈ N (P).

Remark 3.2.2. Condition (1), asserting that there is no “growth in the tame di-
rection”, is technical to state but absolutely vital in order to obtain an interesting
theory; it is trivial that any class in H1

an(Q(µp∞),V) can be extended to a compat-
ible family of classes satisfying (2) alone.

3.3. Unbounded Perrin-Riou functionals. In this section, building on [Ots09]
and [LLZ14], we will construct canonical Perrin-Riou functionals using another
construction of Perrin-Riou, namely the p-adic regulator map. The price we pay
for this canonicity is that our functionals are no longer bounded in general.
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We now assume V is crystalline, with all Hodge–Tate weights ≥ 0, and that
V|GQp

has no quotient isomorphic to the trivial representation. We have already
chosen a compatible family of p-power roots of unity ζpr . For P as above, let us also
choose a primitive n-th root of unity ζ` for each ` ∈ P. One checks easily that if
m ∈ N (P), then ξm =

∏
`|m(−ζ`) is a basis vector of the ring of integers Z[µm] as a

free rank 1 module over the group ring Z[∆m]; and we have the trace-compatibility

tracem`/m(ξm`) = ξm.

Definition 3.3.1. For m ∈ N (P), let νm : Z[ζm] → Z[∆m] denote the unique
Z[∆m]-linear map sending ξm to 1.

Let us now set Hm = Zp[∆m] ⊗ H, which we regard as an “analytification” of
Λm. For V as above, the sum of the Perrin-Riou regulators at the primes of Q(µm)
above p gives a map

H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞)⊗Qp,V) −→ Q(µm)⊗Q H⊗E Dcris(Qp,V),

and composing this with νm we obtain a morphism of Hm-modules

(3.3.1) Lm,V : H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞)⊗Qp,V) −→ Hm ⊗ Dcris(Qp,V).

(We shall abbreviate L1,V by LV .)

Definition 3.3.2. If t ∈ Dcris(Qp,V∗(1)), and m ∈ N (P), then we define a map

Φ(t)
m : H1

Iw(Q(µmp∞),V)→ Hm, Φ(t)
m (z) := 〈Lm,V(locp z), t〉 .

One sees easily that, for any fixed t, the collection Φ(t) = {Φ(t)
m : m ∈ N (P)}

satisfies the compatibility condition (3.1.2), and thus may be regarded as a (rank
1) unbounded Perrin-Riou functional. Pairing with Φ(t) therefore defines a homo-
morphism from Euler systems of rank 2 to (possibly unbounded) analytic Euler
systems of rank 1.

Remark 3.3.3. Via exactly the same construction, for any s ≥ 1 we may use el-
ements of the wedge power

∧s
E Dcris(Qp,V∗(1)) to define unbounded Perrin-Riou

functionals of rank s.

3.4. The Beilinson–Flach Euler systems. We now focus on the particular case
which interests us: the Rankin–Selberg convolution of two modular forms. As in the
introduction, f and g denote two normalised, new cuspidal modular eigenforms, of
weights kf + 2, kg + 2, levels Nf , Ng, and characters εf , εg respectively. We assume
that p - NfNg. We let T denote the rank 4 representation R∗f ⊗ R∗g over O and
write V = T ⊗Zp Qp.

We take Σ to be the set of primes dividing pNfNg, and for ` /∈ Σ, we write

P`(X) = det
(
1− Frob−1

` X
∣∣T ∗(1)

)
= 1− a`(f)a`(g)

`
X + · · · ∈ O[X].

We now review the construction of Beilinson–Flach elements from [LZ16]. For
λ ∈ {α, β} and h ∈ {f, g}, we write hλ for the p-stabilisation of h at λh. We shall
identify R∗h with R∗hλ following §3.5 of op. cit. More specifically, let pr1 and pr2

be the two degeneracy maps on the modular curves Y1(pNh)→ Y1(Nh) as defined

in [KLZ17, Definition 2.4.1] and write Prλ = pr1 − λ′

pkh+1 pr2, where λ′ denotes
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the unique element of {α, β} \ {λ}. Realizing R∗hλ and R∗h as quotients of the étale

cohomology of Y1(pNh) and Y1(Nh) respectively, Prλ∗ gives an isomorphism between
these two Galois representations.

Definition 3.4.1. For λ, µ ∈ {α, β}, c > 1 coprime to 6pNfNg, m ≥ 1 coprime to
pc, and a ∈ (Z/mp∞Z)×, let

cBFλ,µm,a ∈ Dordp(λfµg)(Γ)⊗Λ H
1
Iw(Q(µmp∞), T )

be the Beilinson–Flach element as constructed in [LZ16, Theorem 5.4.2].

Here Dordp(λfµg)(Γ, E) denotes the Λ-submodule of H consisting of tempered
distributions of order ordp(λfµg). We shall take a = 1 throughout, and restrict to
integers m ∈ N (P), where P is the set of primes not dividing pcNfNg.

Remark 3.4.2. If εf εg is non-trivial, then we may remove the dependence on the
auxiliary integer c, but this will not greatly concern us here: we shall simply fix a
value of c and drop it from the notation.

These elements satisfy a norm-compatibility relation which is close, but not
identical, to Equation (3.1.1). As explained in [LLZ14, Lemma 7.3.2], we can
modify these elements to “correct” the norm relation: there exists a collection of
elements BFλ,µ,m for m ∈ N (P) such that

• the BFλ,µ,m for m varying satisfy Equation (3.1.1) exactly,

• BFλ,µ,1 = cBFλ,µ1,1 ,

• each BFλ,µ,m is an O[∆m]-linear combination of the elements cBFλ,µm′,1 for

m′ | m.

As in [LZ16, Theorem 8.1.4(ii)], if H0(Q(µp∞), V ) = 0, the collection of elements
BFλ,µ,m for varying m ∈ N (P) form an analytic Euler system in the sense of
Definition 3.2.1. We thus obtain four rank 1 analytic Euler systems for T , one for
each of the possible choices of p-stabilisations λ, µ.

One of the key themes in the present paper will be to understand the rela-
tions among these Euler systems, for a fixed f and g and different choices of p-
stabilisations. Our first result in this direction is the following straightforward
compatibility. For χ any continuous character of Γ, and z ∈ H⊗H1

Iw(Q(µmp∞), V ),
let us write z(χ) for the image of z in H1(Q(µm), V (χ−1)).

Lemma 3.4.3. Let m ∈ N (P), and let χ be a character of Γ of the form z 7→
zjθ(z), where j ∈ Z and θ is a finite-order character of conductor pr.

(i) If 0 ≤ j ≤ min(kf , kg), then

(λfµg)
r · BFλ,µ,m(χ)

is independent of the choice of λ and µ.
(ii) If kg < j ≤ kf then this class is independent of λ (but may depend on µ);

and similarly if kf < j ≤ kg it is independent of µ.

If χ is the character z 7→ zj, the same conclusions hold for the class(
1− λµ

p1+jσp

)(
1− pjσp

λµ

)−1

BFλ,µ,m(χ).
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Proof. Part (i) follows from the same proof as [BL17, Proposition 3.3 and Corol-
lary 3.4] since the infinite part of χ (the character z 7→ zj) has the effect of sending
the Beilinson–Flach element for the representation T to that for the Tate twist
T (−j). For part (ii), we assume kg < j ≤ kf without loss of generality, and deform
gµ in a Coleman family G (while keeping f and θ fixed). By Theorem A of [LZ16],
we obtain two families of cohomology classes BFα,G,m(χ) and BFβ,G,m(χ), and by
part (i) the specialisations of these at integer points r′ ≥ j are equal. Hence the
two families of classes are equal identically, and we obtain (ii) by specialising back
to gµ. �

3.5. A conjectural rank 2 Euler system. Recall that T is a free O-module of
rank 4 and observe that both −1 and +1-eigenspaces for the action of complex
conjugation on T have rank 2. In this situation, we expect to have an Euler system
of rank r = 2.

We are now ready to state our conjecture on the relation of p-stabilized Beilinson–
Flach classes and rank-2 Euler systems. Let Lm,V : H1

Iw (Q(µmp∞), V ) → Hm ⊗
Dcris(V ) be the equivariant Perrin-Riou regulator as in Equation (3.3.1), and let
{vλµ}λ,µ∈{α,β} be an eigenvector basis of Dcris(V ) in which the matrix of ϕ is given
by

D :=


1

αfαg
1

αfβg
1

βfαg
1

βfβg

 .

Further, let {v∗λµ} be the dual basis to {vλµ}.

These vectors are a priori only determined up to scaling; we may normalise

them canonically as follows. The 1-dimensional space
Dcris(Vf )

Fil1
has a canonical basis

vector η′f , as defined in [KLZ15, §6.1]. Since we are assuming f to be non-ordinary,

the two eigenspaces are both complementary to Fil1, and we can thus define vf,α
and vf,β to be the unique vectors in the ϕ-eigenspaces satisfying

vf,α = vf,β = η′f mod Fil1 .

Defining vg,µ analogously, we can choose our eigenvector basis of Dcris(V
∗) =

Dcris(Vf )⊗ Dcris(Vg) by setting v∗λµ = vf,λ ⊗ vg,µ.

Conjecture 3.5.1. There exists a collection of classes BFm ∈
∧2

H1
Iw(Q(µm), T ),

for all m ∈ N (P), which form a rank 2 Euler system, and are such that for all
λ, µ ∈ {α, β}, we have 〈

Lm,V (BFm), v∗λ,µ
〉

= BFλ,µ,m.

Equivalently, the four rank 1 analytic Euler systems (BFλ,µ,m)m∈N (P), for differ-

ent choices of λ and µ, are all obtained from the single rank 2 Euler system (BFm)
via the Perrin-Riou functionals associated to the four eigenvectors v∗λ,µ.

Remark 3.5.2. This conjecture is an extension to higher-weight modular forms of
the conjectures formulated in [LLZ14, §8] for pairs of weight 2 modular forms. At
the time, this conjecture was somewhat tentative since the methods of op.cit. only
suffice to construct the classes BFλ,µ,m when vp(λµ) < 1, which is satisfied for at
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most two of the four possible choices, and sometimes for none at all. However, this
restriction has since been removed in [LZ16] via the use of Coleman families.

3.6. p-adic L-functions and explicit reciprocity laws. For λ ∈ {αf , βf} and
µ ∈ {αg, βg}, there exist Coleman families F and G passing through the p-stabilisations
fλ and gµ; these are families of overconvergent eigenforms over some affinoid discs
V1 and V2 in the weight space W. We suppose (temporarily) that our coefficient
field E contains a primitive N -th root of unity, where N = LCM(Nf , Ng).

Theorem 3.6.1 (Loeffler–Zerbes, [LZ16]). There exists a 3-variable p-adic L-
function Lgeom

p (F ,G) ∈ O(V1 × V2 ×W) with the following interpolation property.
Let (r, r′, j) be an integer point in V1 × V2 × W such that r ≥ 0, r′ ≥ −1 and
r+r′+1

2 ≤ j ≤ r. Suppose that the specializations Fr and Gr′ are p-stabilizations of
classical newforms fr and gr′ of prime-to-p level. Then,

Lgeom
p (F ,G)(r, r′, j) =

E(fr, gr′ , 1 + j)

E(fr)E∗(fr)
× j!(j − r′ − 1)!(c2 − c2j−r−r′εF (c)−1εG(c)−1)

π2j−r′+1(−1)r−r′22j+2+r−r′

× L(fr, gr′ , 1 + j)

〈fr, fr〉Nf
where

E(fr) =

(
1− λ′r

pλr

)
, E∗(fr) =

(
1− λ′r

λr

)
,

E(fr, g
′
r, 1 + j) =

(
1− pj

λrµr

)(
1− pj

λrµ′r

)(
1− λ′rµr

p1+j

)(
1− λ′rµ

′
r

p1+j

)
.

Here, λr, µr′ are the respective specializations of the Up-eigenvalues on F and G at r
and r′, whereas λ′r and µ′r are defined by the requirement that {λr, λ′r} = {αfr , βfr}
and {µ, µ′} = {αgr′ , βgr′}.

Remark 3.6.2. The construction of this function in [LZ16] relies on deforming
Beilinson–Flach elements in families. An alternative, more direct construction (not
using Euler systems) has subsequently been given by Urban in [AI17, Appendix II].

Proposition 3.6.3. Let Lp(F , gµ) denote the function on V1 × W obtained by
specialising Lgeom

p (F ,G) at the point of V2 corresponding to gµ. Then the functions
Lp(F , gα) and Lp(F , gβ) coincide.

Proof. From the preceding theorem, one sees that these two functions agree at all

points (r, j) with r, j integers satisfying the inequalities r ≥ 0 and
r+kg+1

2 ≤ j ≤ r.
These points are clearly Zariski-dense in V1 ×W. �

Definition 3.6.4. For λ ∈ {αf , βf}, define Lp(fλ, g) ∈ O(W) to be the specialisa-
tion of [

w(f)G(ε−1
f )G(ε−1

g )E(f)E∗(f)
]
· Lp(F , g)

at the point fλ of V1, where Lp(F , g) is the common value Lp(F , gα) = Lp(F , gβ),
G(. . . ) are the Gauss sums, and w(f) is the Atkin–Lehner pseudo-eigenvalue of f .
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One can check that Lp(fλ, g) is defined over any p-adic field containing the
coefficients of fα and g (not necessarily containing an N -th root of unity); this is the
reason for renormalising by the Gauss sums. Since there is a canonical isomorphism
O(W) ∼= H, we shall regard Lp(fλ, g) as an element of H. We therefore have four
p-adic L-functions attached to the pair {f, g}, namely

(3.6.1)
{
Lp(fα, g), Lp(fα, g), Lp(gα, f), Lp(gβ , f)

}
.

Theorem 3.6.5 (Explicit reciprocity law). For each pair (λ, µ) we have

〈LV (BFλ,µ,1), v∗λ,µ〉 = 0,

〈LV (BFλ,µ,1), v∗λ,µ′〉 =
Ag logp,1+kg

(µ′ − µ)
· Lp(fλ, g),

〈LV (BFλ,µ,1), v∗λ′,µ〉 =
Af logp,1+kf

(λ′ − λ)
· Lp(gµ, f)

where Af and Ag are non-zero constants independent of λ and µ. In particular we
have the anti-symmetry relations

〈LV (BFλ,µ,1), v∗λ,µ′〉 = −〈LV (BFλ,µ′,1), v∗λ,µ〉,
〈LV (BFλ,µ,1), v∗λ′,µ〉 = −〈LV (BFλ′,µ,1), v∗λ,µ〉.

Proof. The vanishing of 〈LV (BFλ,µ), v∗λ,µ〉 is a consequence of Theorem 7.1.2 of

[LZ16]. The other two formulae follow directly from the definition of the geometric
p-adic L-function (Definition 9.1.1 of op.cit.) after a somewhat tedious comparison
of conventions. The factor logp,1+kg arises from the normalisation of the Perrin-Riou

regulator for a certain subquotient of the (ϕ,Γ)-module of V (cf. Theorem 7.1.4 of

op.cit). The quantity
Ag
µ′−µ and its cousin arise from comparing the families of

eigenvectors constructed there with our present conventions; some handle-turning
shows that the specialisation of the family ηF in their notation corresponds to

1
w(f)G(ε−1

f )E(fλ)E∗(fλ)
vf,α, while the family ωG specialises to

(−1)kg 〈ϕ(ω′g),ω′g∗ 〉
(µ′−µ)NεgG(ε−1

g )
vg,β ,

where ω′g is the basis vector of Fil1 Dcris(Rg) defined in [KLZ15, §6.1], and ω′g∗ its
analogue for the conjugate form g∗. �

3.7. Some “extra” p-adic L-functions.

Definition 3.7.1. For λ ∈ {αf , βf} and µ ∈ {αg, βg}, we set

L?
p(fλ, gµ) :=

1

logp,ν+1

〈
LV (BFλ,µ,1), v∗λ′,µ′

〉
,

where ν = min(kf , kg).

These elements lie in H, because BFλ,µ,1(χ) is in H1
f for every locally-algebraic

χ of weight in the range [0, . . . , ν], so LV (BFλ,µ,1) vanishes at these characters and
thus is divisible by logp,ν+1.

Proposition 3.7.2. Suppose kf > kg, and let χ be a character of Γ of the form
z 7→ zjθ(z), where kg + 1 ≤ j ≤ kf and θ is a Dirichlet character of conductor pn.
Then we have

L?
p(fλ, gµ)(χ) = R · Ag

µ′ − µ
· Lp(fλ′ , g)(χ),
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where Ag is as in the statement of Theorem 3.6.5; R =
(
λ′

λ

)n
if n ≥ 1, and if

n = 0 then

R =

(
1− λ′µ

p1+jσp

)(
1− pjσp

λ′µ

)−1

(
1− λµ

p1+jσp

)(
1− pjσp

λµ

)−1 .

Proof. Applying 〈LV (−), v∗λ′,µ′〉(χ) to both BFλ,µ,1 and BFλ′,µ,1, we deduce that

L?
p(fλ, gµ)(χ) =

〈LV (BFλ,µ,1), v∗λ′,µ′〉(χ)

logp,ν+1

= R ·
〈LV (BFλ′,µ,1), v∗λ′,µ′〉(χ)

logp,ν+1

= R · Ag
µ′ − µ

Lp(fλ′ , g)(χ)

where the second equality follows from Lemma 3.4.3, the final equality from Theo-
rem 3.6.5 and the first from definitions. �

Note that for n = 0 the right-hand side is an explicit multiple of a complex
L-value, by the explicit reciprocity law (and we expect this also to hold for n ≥ 1).
This construction gives rise to four extra elements associated to f and g, in addition
to the more familiar four given by (3.6.1). It seems natural to conjecture that

(3.7.1) L?
p(fλ, gµ) = −L?

p(fλ′ , gµ′),

so that these four extra elements fall into two pairs differing by signs; this would,
for instance, follow easily from Conjecture 3.5.1. However, we do not know how to
prove this symmetry property unconditionally, since these elements do not seem to
deform in Coleman families, and their growth (which is always O(logp,1+max(kf ,kg)))

is just too rapid for the interpolating property to imply (3.7.1).

Remark 3.7.3. In the analogous case when f is supersingular but g is an ordinary
CM form, these extra L-functions correspond to the extra two p-adic L-functions
constructed in [Loe14] using modular symbols for Bianchi groups.

3.8. Non-triviality of Beilinson–Flach elements.

Corollary 3.8.1. If |kf − kg| ≥ 3 then for each choice of λ and µ, the class
resp (BFλ,µ,1) is non-trivial.

Proof. By symmetry, we may suppose that kf − kg ≥ 3. Notice that the Euler
product for the Rankin–Selberg L-series L(f, g, s) converges absolutely at s = kf+1

(since kf +1 >
kf+kg

2 +2). In particular, L(f, g, kf +1) is non-zero. For either value

λ ∈ {αf , βf}, the factors (c2 − . . . ) and E(f, g, 1 + kf ) appearing in Theorem 3.6.1
are easily seen to be non-zero as well, using the fact that αf , βf are Weil numbers

of weight
kf+1

2 >
kg+1

2 +1, whereas αg, βg are Weil numbers of weight
kg+1

2 . Hence
Lp(fλ, g)(kf ) is non-zero for both values of λ. By the explicit reciprocity law, this
forces all four elements resp (BFλ,µ,1) to be non-zero. �

Definition 3.8.2. For a character η of ∆ = Γtor, we let eη ∈ Λ denote the corre-
sponding idempotent.
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Remark 3.8.3. One may argue as in the proof of Corollary 3.8.1 to show that the

projection resp (eωjBFλ,µ,1) is non-trivial for 1 +
kf+kg

2 < j ≤ max(kf , kg).

Remark 3.8.4. Note that the interpolation formula for Lgeom
p (F ,G) we have recorded

in Theorem 3.6.1 does not say anything about its value at (r, r′, j+χ) where χ is a
non-trivial finite order character of p-power conductor. This is the reason why we
assume |kf − kg| ≥ 3 in Corollary 3.8.1; with a stronger interpolation formula we
could reduce this to |kf −kg| ≥ 2, and even |kf −kg| ≥ 1 conditionally on standard
non-vanishing conjectures for complex L-functions.

In the sequel [BLV18], we need a similar non-vanishing result in the case f = g.
In this particular situation, note that we have kf = kg and the Rankin–Selberg
L-series does not possess a single critical value. In order to prove the non-vanishing
of the geometric p-adic L-function associated to the symmetric square, one needs to
factor the p-adic Rankin–Selberg L-function as a product of the symmetric square
p-adic L-function and a Kubota–Leopoldt p-adic L-function (extending the work
of Dasgupta in the p-ordinary case). This is the subject of a forthcoming work of
Alessandro Arlandini.

3.9. A partial result towards Conjecture 3.5.1.

Theorem 3.9.1. Suppose that all four p-adic Rankin–Selberg L-functions (3.6.1)
are non-zero-divisors in H, and that the following “big image” hypotheses hold:

• The representation V is absolutely irreducible.
• There exists an element τ ∈ Gal(Q/Q(µp∞)) such that the E-vector space
V/(τ − 1)V is 1-dimensional.

Then there exists a class BF1 ∈ FracH⊗Λ

∧2
H1

Iw(Q(µp∞), T ) satisfying〈
LV (BF1), v∗λ,µ

〉
= BFλ,µ,1

for all choices of p-stabilisations λ, µ. In particular the “extra” anti-symmetry
property (3.7.1) holds.

The proof of this theorem will proceed in several steps.

Proposition 3.9.2. If any one of the four p-adic L-functions is a non-zero-divisor
and the “big image” conditions hold, then H1

an(Q(µp∞), V ) has rank 2 over H, and
the map

H1
an(Q(µp∞), V ) −→ H⊕4

given by pairing LV ◦ locp with the four basis vectors {v∗αα, v∗αβ , v∗ββ , v∗βα} of Dcris(V
∗)

(in that order) is an injection.

Proof. Since the Perrin-Riou regulator LV is injective, it suffices to show that
H1

an(Q(µp∞), V ) has rank 2 and injects into H1
an(Qp(µp∞), V ) via locp. Note that

H1
an(Q(µp∞), V ) is free thanks to our big image conditions, and its rank is at least

2 by Tate’s Euler characteristic formula.

By symmetry we may suppose that L(fα, g) is a non-zero-divisor. Choose a
character χ of Γ in each ∆-isotypic component at which this p-adic L-function does
not vanish, and away from the support of the torsion module H2

Iw(Qp, V ). By the
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explicit reciprocity law, this implies that BFα,α,1(χ) and BFα,β,1(χ) are both non-
zero, and moreover that their images in H1(Qp, V (χ−1)) are linearly independent.
By the Euler system machinery and an application of Poitou–Tate duality, precisely
as in Theorem 8.2.1 and Corollary 8.3.2 of [LZ16], one sees that the relaxed Selmer
group H1

relaxed(Q, V (χ−1)) is 2-dimensional and injects into the local cohomology
at p. Since there is an injection

H1
an(Q(µp∞), V )/(γ − χ(γ)) ↪→ H1

relaxed(Q, V (χ−1)),

the result follows. �

We now assume, for the remainder of this section, that the hypotheses in the
statement of Theorem 3.9.1 are satisfied. LetM denote the image ofH1

an(Q(µp∞), V )
in H⊕4 as given by Proposition 3.9.2. Then M has rank 2, as we have just
established. Given an element x ∈ H⊕4 and i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we write xi for
its i-th coordinate (understood modulo 4, so that x5 = x1). For each i, let
M(i) = {x ∈M : xi = 0} be the kernel of the i-th coordinate projection.

We write m(1), . . . ,m(4) for the images inM of the four analytic Iwasawa coho-

mology classes BFαα1 ,BFαβ1 ,BFββ1 ,BFβα1 (in that order).

Proposition 3.9.3. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, we have the following:

• m(i) ∈M(i);
• (m(i))i+1 = −(m(i+1))i, and this value is a non-zero-divisor;
• M(i) has rank 1;
• M(i)/〈m(i)〉 is H-torsion.

Proof. The first two statements follow directly from the explicit reciprocity law
(Theorem 3.6.5); the theorem in particular shows that the common value (m(i))i+1 =
−(m(i+1))i is one of the four p-adic L-functions (3.6.1), which are non-zero-divisors
by assumption.

In particular, this shows that the images ofM under all four coordinate projec-
tions have rank ≥ 1. Since M has rank 2, it follows that the submodules M(i) all
have rank 1, and that each m(i) spans a rank 1 submodule ofM(i), so the quotient
M(i)/〈m(i)〉 is torsion. �

Proof of Theorem 3.9.1. Let {u, v} denote the image inM of a basis ofH1
Iw(Q(µp∞), T ).

Then {u, v} is a basis of M, and for each i, the vector

ui · v − vi · u
lies in M(i). It is also non-zero, since u, v are linearly independent over H. Since
M(i) has rank 1, it follows that there is a non-zero-divisor ci in the total ring of
fractions of H such that

m(i) = ci · (ui · v − vi · u).

Substituting the definition of the ci into the formula (m(i))i+1 = −(m(i+1))i, we
deduce that

ci · (uivi+1 − viui+1) = ci+1 · (uivi+1 − viui+1),

and moreover that the common value is a non-zero-divisor. Hence ci = ci+1. Re-
peating this argument for each i, we see that the quantities ci are all equal to
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some common value c ∈ Frac(H). Let ũ and ṽ be the preimages of u and v in
H1

Iw(Q(µp∞), T ). On unravelling the notation, we see that m(i) is equal to the

image of c · ũ∧ ṽ ∈ Frac(H)⊗Λ

∧2
H1

Iw(Q(µp∞), T ) under the map sending x∧ y to

the i-th coordinate of
〈
LV (x)y − L(y)x, v(i)

〉
, where v(i) is the i-th element of our

basis
(
v∗αα, v

∗
αβ , v

∗
ββ , v

∗
βα

)
of Dcris(V )∗. So we may take BF1 = c · ũ ∧ ṽ. �

Remark 3.9.4. We can carry out the same argument after applying the idempotent
eη, if we assume that the eη isotypic parts of the L-functions (3.6.1) are non-zero.
It suffices to have non-vanishing of any three of the four, as is clear from the proof.

More subtly, if one assumes that the symmetry property (3.7.1) for the “extra”
L-functions is true, then one can prove the same theorem assuming that two of the
four functions (3.6.1) and one of the “extra” L-functions is non-zero. This non-
vanishing can be deduced from the explicit reciprocity law when |kf − kg| ≥ 3 and
appropriate η, as above.

4. Logarithmic matrix and factorisations

In the following sections of the paper, we explore some of the consequences of
Conjecture 3.5.1, and show that it implies factorisations of the Beilinson–Flach
elements via a matrix of logarithms.

4.1. Integral p-adic Hodge theory for V . In this section, we assume (as in
the introduction) that both f and g are non-ordinary at p. We also impose the
following Fontaine–Laffaille hypothesis:

p > kf + kg + 2.

We describe our constructions assuming kf ≤ kg for simplicity; the case kf ≥ kg is
similar.

For h ∈ {f, g}, we have the basis ωh, ϕ(ωh) of Dcris(R
∗
h) with ωh generating

Fil0 Dcris(R
∗
h). As worked out in [LLZ17, §3.1], the matrix of ϕ with respect to this

basis is

Ah =

(
0 − εh(p)

pkh+1

1
ap(h)

pkh+1

)
.

Let T be the representation R∗f ⊗R∗g. Then we consider the basis v1 = ωf ⊗ ωg,
v2 = ωf ⊗ ϕ(ωg), v3 = ϕ(ωf ) ⊗ ωg, v4 = ϕ(ωf ) ⊗ ϕ(ωg) for Dcris(T ). We note in
particular that it respects the filtration of Dcris(T ) in the following sense:

(4.1.1) FiliDcris(T ) =



〈v1, v2, v3, v4〉 i ≤ −kf − kg − 2,

〈v1, v2, v3〉 −kf − kg − 1 ≤ i ≤ −kg − 1,

〈v1, v2〉 −kg ≤ i ≤ −kf − 1,

〈v1〉 −kf ≤ i ≤ 0,

0 i ≥ 1.
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The matrix of ϕ with respect to this basis is

A = A0 ·


1

1

pkf+1

1
pkg+1

1

pkf+kg+2

 ,

where A0 is the matrix defined by
0 0 0 εf (p)εg(p)
0 0 −εf (p) −εf (p)ap(g)
0 −εg(p) 0 −εg(p)ap(f)
1 ap(g) ap(f) ap(f)ap(g)

 .

We introduce the following convention.

Convention 4.1.1. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer and U an E-vector space. If M = (mij)
is an n× n matrix defined over E and u1, . . . un are elements in U , we write(

u1 · · · un
)
·M

for the row vector of elements in U given by
∑n
i=1 uimij , j = 1, . . . , n.

Under this convention, we have the equation

(4.1.2)
(
ϕ(v1) ϕ(v2) ϕ(v3) ϕ(v4)

)
=
(
v1 v2 v3 v4

)
·A.

Recall that the Wach module N(T ) is a free module of rank 4 over A+
Qp , equipped

with a canonical isomorphism

(4.1.3) N(T )/πN(T ) ∼= Dcris(T ).

By [Ber04, proof of Proposition V.2.3] (see also [Lei17, Proposition 4.1]), our
Fontaine–Laffaille hypothesis allows us to lift the basis {vi} of Dcris(T ) as an O-
module to a basis {ni} of N(T ) as an A+

Qp -module, and the matrix of ϕ with respect

to the basis {ni} is given by

P := A0 ·


µkf+kg+2

µkg+1

qkf+1

µkf+1

qkg+1

1

qkf+kg+2

 ,

where µ = p
q−πp−1 ∈ 1 + πA+

Qp . Note that P−1 is integral. Furthermore, similar to

the equation (4.1.2), we have

(4.1.4)
(
ϕ(n1) ϕ(n2) ϕ(n3) ϕ(n4)

)
=
(
n1 n2 n3 n4

)
· P.
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4.2. The logarithmic matrix. There is an isomorphism

(4.2.1) B+
rig,Qp

[
t
π

]
⊗A+

Qp
N(T ) ∼= B+

rig,Qp

[
t
π

]
⊗Zp Dcris(T )

compatible with (4.1.3) via reduction mod π. Let M ∈ GL4

(
B+

rig,Qp

[
t
π

])
be the

matrix of this isomorphism with respect to our bases {vi} and {ni}, so that

(4.2.2)
(
n1 n2 n3 n4

)
=
(
v1 v2 v3 v4

)
·M

under Convention 4.1.1. By [Lei17, Proposition 4.2], we can (and do) choose the
ni such that

(4.2.3) M ≡ I4 mod πkf+kg+2.

If we apply ϕ, we deduce from (4.1.2) and (4.1.4) that

M = Aϕ(M)P−1.

If we repeatedly apply ϕ, we get

M = Anϕn(M)ϕn−1(P−1) · · ·ϕ(P−1)P−1.

So, in particular,

(4.2.4) M ≡ Anϕn−1(P−1) · · ·ϕ(P−1)P−1 mod ϕn(πkf+kg+2)

thanks to (4.2.3). We define the logarithmic matrix to be the 4× 4 matrix over H
given by

Mlog := M−1
(

(1 + π)Aϕ(M)
)
,

where M is the Mellin transform (applied individually to each entry of the matrix
(1 + π)Aϕ(M)). Recall from [LLZ11, §3] that, up to a unit, the determinant of
Mlog is given by

nkf+1 · nkg+1 · nkf+kg+2.

Furthermore, by Theorem 2.3.1 and (4.2.4), we have the congruence

(4.2.5) Mlog ≡ An+1 ·Hn mod ωn,kf+kg+2,

where Hn = M−1(ϕn(P−1) · · ·ϕ(P−1)).

Lemma 4.2.1. The adjugate matrix adj(Mlog) = det(Mlog)M−1
log is divisible by

nkf+1nkg+1.

Proof. By (4.2.5), we have

Mlog ≡ An+1 ·Hn mod Φn,kf+kg+2.

So, it is enough to show that adj(Hn) is divisible by Φn,kf+1Φn,kg+1 for all n. Recall
that,

M(Hn) = ϕn(P−1) · · ·ϕ(P−1).

From the construction of P , the last three rows of P−1 are divisible by qkf+1, qkg+1

and qkf+kg+2 respectively. Therefore, the last three rows of M(Hn) are divisible
by ϕn(qkf+1), ϕn(qkg+1) and ϕn(qkf+kg+2) respectively. Theorem 2.3.1 then tells
us that the last three rows of Hn are divisible by Φn,kf+1, Φn,kg+1 and Φn,kf+kg+2.
Hence, when we take adjugate, every entry will be divisible by Φn,kf+1Φn,kg+1 as
required. �
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Let {vλ,µ}λ,µ∈{α,β} be the eigenvector basis of Dcris(V ) as given in §3.5. The
matrix of ϕ with respect to this basis is

D :=


1

αfαg
1

αfβg
1

βfαg
1

βfβg

 .

Recall that we defined vλµ = v∗f,λ ⊗ v∗g,µ, where vh,α and vh,β are eigenvectors in

Dcris(Vh) with vh,α = vh,β mod Fil1 for h ∈ {f, g}. Since 〈v∗h,α+v∗h,β , vh,α−vh,β〉 =

0 by duality, we have v∗h,α + v∗h,β = 0 mod Fil0. After multiplying ωh by a scalar
if necessary, we may choose

v∗h,α = αh(ωh − βhϕ(ωh)), and v∗h,β = −βh(ωh − αhϕ(ωh)).

We let Q be the change-of-basis matrix from the basis {vi} to this eigenvector basis,
so that D = Q−1AQ. Explicitly, we have

Q =


αfαg −αfβg −βfαg βfβg
−αfαgβg αfαgβg −αgβfβg αgβfβg
−αfαgβf αfβfβg −αfαgβf αfβfβg
αfαgβfβg −αfαgβfβg −αfαgβfβg αfαgβfβg

 .

Using this matrix, we may rewrite (4.2.5) as

(4.2.6) Q−1Mlog ≡ Dn+1Q−1Hn mod ωn,kf+kg+2.

Lemma 4.2.2. The entries in the first column of Q−1Mlog are all O(logvp(αfαg)
p ),

and similarly for the other three columns.

Proof. Recall that Hn is a matrix defined over Λ. The congruence relation (4.2.6)
tells us that the entries of the first column of Q−1Mlog modulo ωn,kf+kg+2 have

denominator O(pvp(αfαg)). Hence, our result follows from [BL17, Lemma 2.2],
which is a slight generalization of [PR94, §1.2.1]. �

4.3. Characterising the image. Here we prove an important linear-algebra result
describing the Λ-submodule of H⊕4 generated by the logarithmic matrix; we shall
see that it consists exactly of those elements which “look like” they are in the image
of the Perrin-Riou regulator map.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let Fλ,µ ∈ H, λ, µ ∈ {α, β}, be four functions. Suppose that,
for some integer j ∈ {0, . . . , kf+kg+1} and some Dirichlet character θ of conductor
pn with n > 1, we have∑

λ,µ

(λµ)nFλ,µ(χjθ)vλ,µ ∈ Qp,n ⊗ Fil−j Dcris(T ).

Then,

adj(Q−1Mlog)

nkf+1nkg+1
·


Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β

 (χjθ) = 0.
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Proof. When we evaluate an element in Λ at χjθ, the result only depends on the
given element modulo Tw−jΦn−1(X). By (4.2.5),

adj(Q−1Mlog) ≡ adj(DnQ−1Hn−1) ≡ det(Dn)

det(Q)
adj(Hn−1)QD−n mod Tw−jΦn−1.

We recall from the proof of Lemma 4.2.1 that the last three rows of Hn−1 are
divisible by Φn−1,kf+1, Φn−1,kg+1 and Φn−1,kf+kg+2 respectively. So, after dividing
nkf+1nkg+1, the first column of adj(Hn−1) is divisible by Φn−1,kf+kg+2, the second
column is divisible by Φn−1,kf+kg+2/Φn−1,kf+1, whereas the third one is divisible
by Φn−1,kf+kg+2/Φn−1,kg+1. In particular, when evaluated at a character of the

form χjθ, we have

adj(Hn−1)

nkf+1nkg+1
(χjθ) =


0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 ∗


if kg + 1 ≤ j ≤ kf + kg + 1. When j is in this range, our assumption on Fλ,µ tells
us that

QD−n


Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β

 (χjθ) =


∗
∗
∗
0


thanks to the description of the filtration in (4.1.1). The result then follows from
multiplying the two equations above.

For the other cases, we have

adj(Hn−1)

nkf+1nkg+1
(χjθ) =


0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗

 , QD−n


Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β

 (χjθ) =


∗
∗
0
0


if kf − 1 ≤ j ≤ kg and

adj(Hn−1)

nkf+1nkg+1
(χjθ) =


0 ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗

 , QD−n


Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β

 (χjθ) =


∗
0
0
0


if 0 ≤ j ≤ kf , so we are done. �

Theorem 4.3.2. Let Fλ,µ ∈ H, λ, µ ∈ {α, β} be four functions such that for all
integers 0 ≤ j ≤ kf + kg + 1 and all Dirichlet characters θ of conductor pn with
n > 1, ∑

λ,µ

(λµ)nFλ,µ(χjθ)vλ,µ ∈ Qp,n ⊗ Fil−j Dcris(T ).

Then, 
Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β

 = Q−1Mlog ·


F#,#

F#,[

F[,#
F[,[


for some F•,◦ ∈ H.
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Furthermore, if Fλ,µ = O(logvp(λfµg)
p ) for all four choices of λ and µ, then

F•,◦ = O(1) for all • and ◦.

Proof. Proposition 4.3.1 tells us that

adj(Q−1Mlog)

nkf+1nkg+1
·


Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β

 ∈ nkf+kg+2H⊕4.

But since the determinant of Q−1Mlog is up to a unit nkf+1nkg+1nkf+kg+2,

adj(Q−1Mlog)

nkf+1nkg+1nkf+kg+2

is (again up to a unit) (Q−1Mlog)−1, hence the decomposition as claimed.

If furthermore Fλ,µ = O(logvp(λfµg)
p ), then Lemma 4.2.2 tells us that all entries

in the product

adj(Q−1Mlog)

nkf+1nkg+1
·


Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β


are O(logkf+kg+2

p ). This says that the quotient

adj(Q−1Mlog)

nkf+1nkg+1nkf+kg+2
·


Fα,α
Fα,β
Fβ,α
Fβ,β


is in O(1) and we are done. �

Remark 4.3.3. Note that the condition on Fαβ is automatically satisfied if the
Fαβ are the components in our eigenvector basis of an element of the Perrin-Riou
regulator map, since the regulator interpolates the Bloch–Kato dual exponential
for j ≥ 0, and the dual exponential map for T (−j) factors through Fil−j Dcris. The
above result should be viewed as a sort of converse to this statement, showing that
these vanishing conditions force a factorisation via the matrix of logarithms, of the
same form as the factorisation established for the Perrin-Riou regulator in [LLZ10].

5. Equivariant Perrin-Riou maps and (#, [)-splitting

5.1. Perrin-Riou maps and signed Coleman map. Let f and g be two mod-
ular forms as in the previous section. We shall write T = R∗f ⊗ R∗g as before. Let

F/Qp be a finite unramified extension. We write NF (T ) and Dcris(F, T ) for the
Wach module and Dieudonné module of T over F . We have already fixed bases
{ni} and {vi} of NQp(T ) and Dcris(Qp, T ) respectively. Given that

NF (T ) = OF ⊗Zp NQp(T ), Dcris(F, T ) = OF ⊗Zp Dcris(Qp, T ),

we may extend the bases we have chosen to NF (T ) and Dcris(F, T ) naturally.

We recall from (4.2.2) that the change of basis matrix M between the two bases
above results in a logarithmic matrix Mlog. Furthermore, given that M ≡ I4
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mod π2 by (4.2.4), [LLZ17, Theorem 2.5] says that {(1 + π)ϕ(ni)} is a Λ-basis
of ϕ∗(N(T )). We recall from [LLZ10, Remark 3.4] that (1 − ϕ)NF (T )ψ=1 ⊂
(ϕ∗NF (T ))ψ=0. This allows us to define four Coleman maps ColF,•,◦ : NF (T )ψ=1 →
OF ⊗ Λ via the relation

(1− ϕ)z =
(
v1 v2 v3 v4

)
·Mlog ·


ColF,#,#(z)
ColF,#,[(z)
ColF,[,#(z)
ColF,[,[(z)


for z ∈ NF (T )ψ=1 (see [LLZ11, §3] for details).

A result of Berger [Ber03, Theorem A.3] tells us that there is an isomorphism

h1
F,T : NF (T )ψ=1 → H1

Iw(F, T ).

We shall abuse notation and denote ColF,•,◦ ◦ (h1
F,T )−1 by simply ColF,•,◦ for •, ◦ ∈

{#, [}. The Perrin-Riou regulator map

LT,F : H1
Iw(F, T )→ H⊗ Dcris(F, T )

is given by

(M−1 ⊗ 1) ◦ (1− ϕ) ◦ (h1
F,T )−1.

Hence, we have the decomposition

(5.1.1) LT,F (z) =
(
v1 v2 v3 v4

)
·Mlog ·


ColF,#,#(z)
ColF,#,[(z)
ColF,[,#(z)
ColF,[,[(z)

 .

Exactly as in (3.3.1), for m ≥ 1 we can combine the maps ColQ(µm)v,•,◦ for
primes v | p of Q(µm), and the map νm, to obtain maps

Colm,•,◦ : H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞)⊗Qp, T )→ Λm.

5.2. Signed Selmer groups. Let Λι be the free rank 1 Λ-module on which GQ
acts via the inverse of the canonical character GQ � Γ ↪→ Λ×. We write T := T⊗Λι,
and we define the (compact) signed Selmer group H1

F•,◦(Q(µm),T) by setting

H1
F•,◦(Q(µm),T) := ker

H1(Q(µm),T) −→
∏
v|p

H1(Q(µm)v,T)

ker
(
Col•,◦,Q(µm)v

)
 .

We next define discrete signed Selmer groups for the dual Galois representation
T∨(1). Let F/Qp be a finite unramified extension. By Tate duality, there is a
perfect pairing

H1
Iw(F, T )×H1(F (µp∞), T∨(1))→ Qp/Zp.

For •, ◦ ∈ {#, [}, we define

H1
•,◦(F (µp∞), T∨(1)) ⊂ H1(F (µp∞), T∨(1))

to be the orthogonal complement of ker (Col•,◦,F ).
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Definition 5.2.1. The discrete signed Selmer group Sel•,◦(T
∨(1)/Q(µmp∞)) is the

kernel of the restriction map

H1(Q(µmp∞), T∨(1)) −→
∏
v|p

H1(Q(µmp∞)v, T
∨(1))

H1
•,◦(Q(µmp∞)v, T∨(1))

×
∏
v-p

H1(Q(µmp∞)v, T
∨(1))

H1
f (Q(µmp∞)v, T∨(1))

,

where v runs through all primes of Q(µmp∞).

5.3. (#, [)-splitting and rank-2 Euler systems. Our goal in this section is to
formulate a weaker alternative to Conjecture 3.5.1, which we are able to verify in
many cases of interest (in [BL17, BLV18]), allowing us to make full use of the Euler
system machinery in these scenarios.

Conjecture 5.3.1. There exists a non-zero r0 ∈ Z, and a collection of elements
BF•,◦,m ∈ H1

F•,◦(Q(µm),T) for each m ∈ N (P) and each choice of •, ◦ ∈ {#, [},
such that

(5.3.1) r0 ·


BFα,α,m
BFα,β,m
BFβ,α,m
BFβ,β,m

 = Q−1Mlog ·


BF#,#,m

BF#,[,m

BF[,#,m
BF[,[,m

 .

Note that the BF•,◦,m are uniquely determined if they exist, since the determi-
nant of Q−1Mlog is a non-zero-divisor in H.

Proposition 5.3.2. If Conjecture 3.5.1 holds, then Conjecture 5.3.1 holds (and we
may take r0 = 1).

Proof. Suppose that Conjecture 3.5.1 is true. For each m ∈ N (P) and each •, ◦ ∈
{#, [}, we can regard Colm,•,◦ ◦ locp as a map

2∧
H1

Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ) −→ H1
Iw(Q(µmp∞), T ).

Let us set BF•,◦,m := Col•,◦,m(BFm) ∈ H1
Iw(Q(µm), T ), where BFm is the element

of Conjecture 3.5.1. Then it is clear that BF•,◦,m ∈ H1
F•,◦(Q(µm),T); and the for-

mula (5.1.1) relating the Perrin-Riou regulator LV,m to the Coleman maps implies
that we have 

〈Lm,V (BFm), v∗α,α〉
〈Lm,V (BFm), v∗α,β〉
〈Lm,V (BFm), v∗β,α〉
〈Lm,V (BFm), v∗β,β〉

 = Q−1Mlog ·


BF#,#,m

BF#,[,m

BF[,#,m
BF[,[,m

 ,

where v∗αα, . . . , v
∗
ββ is the eigenvector basis of Dcris(V

∗). By the defining property of

BFm, we have 〈LV,m (BFm) , v∗λ,µ〉 = BFλ,µ,m for each λ, µ, which gives the required
factorisation. �

Consider the following anti-symmetry condition:

(A–Sym) For all possible choices of the symbols 4,�, •, ◦ ∈ {#, [} and every
m ∈ N (P) we have

Colm,4,� ◦ resp (BF•,◦,m) = −Colm,•,◦ ◦ resp
(
BF4,�,m

)
.
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Remark 5.3.3. Assume that Conjecture 5.3.1 and the hypothesis (A–Sym) hold
true. Then for each choice of •, ◦ ∈ {#, [}, the collection {BF•,◦,m}m is a (rank
1) locally restricted Euler system in the sense of [BL15, Appendix A], since each
collection of p-stabilized Beilinson–Flach classes {BFλ,µ,m}m (for λ, µ ∈ {α, β})
verifies the Euler system distribution relations as m varies.

See Section 5.4, where we partially verify Conjecture 5.3.1 and Proposition 5.3.4,
where we give a sufficient condition for the validity of (A–Sym). In the sequel
[BLV18], we prove an appropriate variant of this conjecture for the twist Sym2f⊗χ
of the symmetric square motive with a Dirichlet character.

Finally, we note that a factorization similar to (5.3.1) is proved in [BL17] uncon-
ditionally when the newform g is taken to be a p-ordinary CM form.

Proposition 5.3.4. Suppose one of the following conditions:

(i) Conjecture 3.5.1 holds;
(ii) Conjecture 5.3.1 holds and the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9.1 are satisfied for

Rankin–Selberg convolutions f ⊗ g ⊗ η, where η runs through characters of
Gal(Q(m)/Q) with m ∈ N (P).

Then (A–Sym) holds true.

Proof. If (i) holds, then the elements BF•,◦,m must arise as the images of BF1

under the Coleman maps, as in the preceding proposition (by the uniqueness of the
factorisation (5.3.1)); the above symmetry property then obvious. If we assume (ii)
holds, then we may carry out exactly the same argument on passing to η-isotypic
components (where η runs through characters of Gal(Q(m)/Q)) and after extending
scalars to FracH. �

5.4. Partial (#, [)-splitting of Beilinson–Flach classes. In this section, we
give evidence towards Conjecture 5.3.1 by proving a partial (#, [)-factorization of
Beilinson–Flach classes.

Let m ≥ 1 be an integer coprime to p. We write

BFλ,µ,m ∈ H1(Q(m), R∗f ⊗R∗g ⊗Hι)

for the Beilinson–Flach element at tame level m associated to the p-stabilizations
fλ and gµ.

Theorem 5.4.1. Let h = max(kf , kg). Then there exist B̃F•,◦,m ∈ H1
Iw(Q(m), R∗f⊗

R∗g ⊗Hι), for each •, ◦ ∈ {#, [}2, such that

nkf+kg+2

nh+1


BFα,α,m
BFα,β,m
BFβ,α,m
BFβ,β,m

 = Q−1Mlog ·


B̃F#,#,m

B̃F#,[,m

B̃F[,#,m
B̃F[,[,m

 .
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Proof. We fix a basis {zi} of H1(Q(m), R∗f ⊗ R∗g ⊗ Λι) and write BFλ,µ,m =∑
Fλ,µ,izi for some Fλ,µ,i ∈ H. For a fixed i, the coefficients Fλ,µ,i satisfy the

conditions given in Proposition 4.3.1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ h and all θ of conductor pn > 1,
thanks to Lemma 3.4.3 (using case (i) of the lemma for 0 ≤ j ≤ min(kf , kg), and
case (ii) for min(kf , kg) < j ≤ h). Therefore,

adj(Q−1Mlog)

nkf+1nkg+1
·


Fα,α,m
Fα,β,m
Fβ,α,m
Fβ,β,m

 ∈ nh+1H⊕4.

Hence the result on multiplying
nkf+kg+2

nh+1
on both sides and the fact that

adj(Q−1Mlog)

nkf+1nkg+1nkf+kg+2

is up to a unit (Q−1Mlog)−1. �

Remark 5.4.2. Clearly, if one could show that the coefficients Fλ,µ,i also satisfied
the conditions of Proposition 4.3.1 in the “anti-geometric” range max(kf , kg) + 1 ≤
j ≤ kf + kg + 1, then the same argument as above would prove the full strength of
Conjecture 5.3.1. However, we have not been able to prove this.

6. Signed main conjectures

We shall start this section with the definition of quadruply-signed Selmer groups
associated to the Rankin–Selberg product f ⊗ g. We expect that the quadruply-
signed Selmer groups approximate (in an appropriate sense) the Bloch–Kato Selmer
groups over finite layers of the cyclotomic tower. Unfortunately, we are unable to
present a justification of this expectation.

We shall formulate our quadruply-signed Iwasawa main conjecture that relates
the quadruply-signed Selmer groups to quadruply-signed p-adic L-functions (which
we also define in this section). Assuming the validity of Conjecture 5.3.1 (signed-
splitting for Beilinson–Flach elements), we shall prove (under mild hypotheses) a
divisibility towards the quadruply-signed Iwasawa main conjecture.

6.1. Quadruply-signed Selmer groups and p-adic L-functions.

Definition 6.1.1. Let S denote the set of unordered pairs {(4,�), (•, ◦)} of ordered
pairs, where each of 4,�, •, ◦ is one of the symbols {#, [}, and (4,�) 6= (•, ◦).

Note that S has 6 elements. We shall define a Selmer group, and formulate a
main conjecture, for each S ∈ S.

Definition 6.1.2. Let S = {(4,�), (•, ◦)} ∈ S. We define the following objects:

• A compact Selmer group H1
FS

(Q,T), given by

H1
FS

(Q,T) := ker

(
H1(Q,T) −→ H1(Qp,T)

ker
(
Col4,�,Qp

)
∩ ker

(
Col•,◦,Qp

)) .
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• A discrete Selmer group SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞)), given by the kernel of the
restriction map

H1(Q(µp∞), T∨(1)) −→
∏
v|p

H1(Q(µp∞)v, T
∨(1))

H1
S(Q(µp∞)v, T∨(1))

×
∏
v-p

H1(Q(µp∞)v, T
∨(1))

H1
f (Q(µp∞)v, T∨(1))

,

where v runs through all primes of Q(µp∞), and for v | p the local condition
H1

S(Q(µp∞)v, T
∨(1)) is the orthogonal complement of ker

(
Col4,�,Qp

)
∩

ker
(
Col•,◦,Qp

)
under the local Tate pairing.

• Assuming the hypotheses of Proposition 5.3.4, we define a quadruply-signed
p-adic L-function by

LS := Col4,�,Qp ◦ resp (BF•,◦,1) ∈ Λ.

Remark 6.1.3. The element LS is only well-defined up to sign, since interchanging
the role of (4,�) and (•, ◦) has the effect of multiplying the p-adic L-function by
−1 (this is the content of Proposition 5.3.4). However, we shall only be interested
in the ideal generated by LS, so the ambiguity of signs is no problem for us.

Remark 6.1.4. We conjecture below an explicit relation between the quadruply-
signed Selmer group and the quadruply-signed p-adic L-function, and offer some
partial results towards its validity. For motivational purposes, we shall provide here
one philosophical reason why quadruply-signed Selmer group is the correct choice
(over doubly-signed Selmer groups).

Since rank T− = rank T+ = 2, one may deduce using Poitou–Tate global duality
(as utilized in the proof of Theorem 5.2.15 and Lemma 5.3.16 of [MR04]) that

rankΛH
1
F?

(Q,T)− rankΛ Sel?(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞)) =

{
1 if ? = (•, ◦) ∈ {#, [}2

0 if ? = S ∈ S

and one expects, in the spirit of weak Leopoldt conjecture, that rankΛH
1
F?

(Q,T)
should be as small as possible subject to these conditions. Moreover, in line with
Bloch-Kato conjectures, one would also expect that rankΛH

1
F?

(Q,T) is given as the
generic order of vanishing of (appropriate linear combinations of) L-values associ-
ated to the motives M(f)⊗M(g)⊗ χ, where χ ranges among Dirichlet characters
of p-power conductor. In the critical range, note that the generic order of vanishing
of these L-values is zero and this should also be the case for at least one of the
said linear combinations. This tells us that the corresponding Selmer group ought
to have rank zero as well. That is the reason why quadruply-signed Selmer groups
are the correct candidates which should relate to the quadruply-signed p-adic L-
functions (that interpolate linear combinations of critical L-values) we have defined
above.

6.2. Quadruply-signed main conjectures. We are now ready to state the quadruply-
signed main conjectures for the Rankin–Selberg convolutions of two p-non-ordinary
forms. We suppose throughout this section that the hypotheses of Proposition 5.3.4
are satisfied; in particular, we are assuming that Conjecture 5.3.1 holds.

Conjecture 6.2.1. For S = {(4,�), (•, ◦)} ∈ S and every character η of Γtor,
the η-isotypic component eη SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞)) of the quadruply-signed Selmer
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group is O[[Γ1]]-cotorsion and

charO[[Γ1]] (eη SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞))∨)
∣∣∣ (eηLS)

as ideals of O[[Γ1]], with equality away from the support of coker(Col4,�) and
coker(Col•,◦).

Remark 6.2.2. It is easy to prove that eηLS is divisible by char
(
coker(Col4,�)

)
in Qp ⊗ O[[Γ1]]. This is the reason why the equality in the asserted divisibility in
Conjecture 6.2.1 excludes the support of coker(Col4,�). As illustrated by our main
result (Corollary 7.4.9 below) towards the Pottharst-style analytic main conjectures,
the error that is accounted by coker(Col4,�) is inessential and it can be recovered.

On the other hand, the reason why we have to avoid the support of coker(Col•,◦)
is more subtle. In view of Proposition 5.3.2, we expect that the Euler system
{BF•,◦,m} be imprimitive when coker(eηCol•,◦) is not the unit ideal, in the sense
that the bound it yields on the Selmer group will be off by char (coker(eηCol•,◦)).
In this case, it is not clear to us whether or not it is possible to improve {BF•,◦,m}
to a primitive Euler system. These observations are also visible in Corollary 7.4.9
below.

In the remaining portions of this article we shall present evidence in favour of
this conjecture. Until the end, we assume that |kf − kg| ≥ 3 and η = ωj for a fixed

j such that 1 +
kf+kg

2 < j ≤ max(kf , kg).

Proposition 6.2.3. There exists a choice of S ∈ S such that eηLS 6= 0.

Proof. Let T = {#, [}2, and let Msign denote the 4 × 4 matrix, with rows and
columns indexed by T , whose (x, y) entry is Colx,Qp(BFy,1). Similarly, let Tan =
{αf , βf} × {αg, βg}, and let Man denote the 4 × 4 matrix whose x, y entry is
Lx(BFy,1). By Proposition 5.3.4, both matrices are anti-symmetric (cf. Remark 6.1.3).

Among the six pairs of non-diagonal entries of Man, four of them are given
by p-adic Rankin–Selberg L-functions. By Corollary 3.8.1 and Remark 3.8.3, our
hypotheses therefore imply that eηMan is not the zero matrix.

However, our two matrices are related by the factorisation formula

Man = (Q−1Mlog) ·Msign · (Q−1Mlog) T ,

so it follows that eηMsign is also non-zero. Since the six pairs of non-diagonal
entries of Msign are exactly the quadruply-signed p-adic L-functions LS, it follows
that at least one of the eηLS is non-zero as required. �

In order to apply the locally restricted Euler system argument devised in [BL15,
Appendix A], we will require the validity of the following hypothesis:

(H.nA) Neither ρf |GQp
nor ρf |GQp

⊗ω−1 is isomorphic to ρ∨g |GQp
, where ρf and ρg

stand for Deligne’s (cohomological) representations.

This assumption ensures that H0(Qp, T ) = H2(Qp, T ) = 0. We will also need to
assume that

(BI0) εfεg is non-trivial, gcd(Nf , Ng) = 1
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as well as at least one of the following conditions:

(BI1) Neither f nor g is of CM type, and g has odd weight.
(BI2) f is not of CM-type, g is of CM-type and εg is neither the trivial character,

nor the quadratic character attached to the CM field.

Thanks to [Loe17], when (BI0) and either (BI1) or (BI2) holds, one may choose a
completion of the compositum of the Hecke fields of f and g (and set our coefficient
ring O to be a finite flat extension of its ring of integers) in a way that the residue
characteristic p of O is > kf + kg + 2 and the resulting Galois representation T
verifies the following “Big Image” condition that is required to run the Euler system
machinery:

• The residual representation T is absolutely irreducible.
• There exists an element τ ∈ Gal(Q/Q(µp∞)) such that T/(τ − 1)T is a free
O-module of rank one.
• There exists an element σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q(µp∞)) which acts on T by multipli-

cation by −1.

Theorem 6.2.4. Suppose that |kf − kg| ≥ 3 and p > kf + kg + 2. Assume the
validity of Conjecture 5.3.1, (A–Sym), H.nA,BI0 and at least one of BI1−BI2.

Suppose j is an integer with 1+
kf+kg

2 < j ≤ max(kf , kg) and choose S that verifies

the conclusion of Proposition 6.2.3 with η = ωj. Then the ωj-isotypic component
of the quadruply-signed Selmer group eωj SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞)) is O[[Γ1]]-cotorsion
and

eωjLS ∈ charO[[Γ1]] (eωj SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞))∨)

as ideals of O[[Γ1]]⊗Qp.

Remark 6.2.5. See Proposition 5.3.4 above where we provide a sufficient condition
for the validity of (A–Sym).

Proof of Theorem 6.2.4. This is a direct consequence of [BL15, Theorem A.14],
once we translate the language therein to our set up. Suppose S = {(4,�), (•, ◦)}.
Then the morphism Ψ in loc. cit. corresponds to the map

eωjCol4,� ⊕ eωjCol•,◦ : eωjH
1(Qp,T) −→ O[[Γ1]]⊕2.

The so-called Ψ-strict Selmer group that is denoted by H1
FΨ

(−,−) in op. cit. cor-

responds to our quadruply-signed compact Selmer group eωjH
1
FS

(Q,T) and its dual

H1
F∗Ψ

(−,−) to our quadruply-signed discrete Selmer group eωj SelS(T∨(1)/Q(µp∞)).

Moreover, the integer g in loc. cit. equals to 2 in our case and the expression
det ([Ψ(ci)

g
i=1]) in the statement of [BL15, Theorem A.14(i)] is precisely r−1

0 eωjLS

in our notation here (where r0 ∈ Z is as in the formulation of Conjecture 5.3.1;
note that since we have inverted p, this quantity does not make an appearance in
the statement of our theorem).

Our running hypotheses guarantee the validity of all required assumptions for
this result; only checking the validity of the condition (H.V) of [BL15, Appendix A]
(which translates in our setting to the condition that the quadruply-signed compact
Selmer group eωjH

1
FS

(Q,T) be trivial) requires some work. The remainder of this
proof is dedicated to show that the hypothesis (H.V) holds true in our set up.
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We start with the reformulation of this condition. The Selmer group denoted by
H1
FL(−,−) in [BL15, Appendix A] corresponds to our Selmer group eωjH

1
F•,◦(Q,T)

and the condition (H.V) requires that the map

eωjH
1
F•,◦(Q,T)

(eωjCol4,�⊕ eωjCol•,◦)◦resp // O[[Γ1]]⊕2

be injective. By the defining property of H1
F•,◦(Q,T), this is equivalent to checking

that the map

eωjH
1
F•,◦(Q,T)

eωjCol4,�◦resp // O[[Γ1]]

is injective. Since we already have BF•,◦,1 ∈ H1
F•,◦(Q,T) (as given by Conjec-

ture 5.3.1, which we assume to hold) and we know (thanks to our choice of S)
that

eωjCol4,� ◦ resp (eωjBF•,◦,1) = eωjLS 6= 0,

the condition (H.V) is equivalent to the requirement that eωjH
1
F•,◦(Q,T) has rank

one. By Poitou–Tate global duality, this is in turn equivalent to checking that
eωj Sel•,◦(T

∨(1)/Q(µp∞)) is O[[Γ1]]-cotorsion. We shall explain how to verify this
fact.

Let us set T1 := T ⊗O[[Γ1]]ι (with diagonal Galois action). Choose a degree one
polynomial l ∈ O[[Γ1]] that does not divide eωjLS · char (coker (Col•,◦)) and define
X := T1⊗ω−j/l. Observe that we have (for F = Qp or any finite abelian extension
of Q unramified at p)

(6.2.1) H1(F,T1 ⊗ ω−j)
∼−→ eωjH

1
Iw(F (µp), T )

by the inflation-restriction sequence. We define

H1
F•,◦(Qp,T1 ⊗ ω−j) ⊂ H1(Qp,T1 ⊗ ω−j)

as the submodule that gets mapped isomorphically onto eωjH
1
F•,◦(Q,T) under the

map (6.2.1). The isomorphism together with eωjCol•,◦ also induces a map

H1(Qp,T1 ⊗ ω−j) −→ O[[Γ1]]

(which we shall denote by the same symbol), whose kernel is precisely the submodule
H1
F•,◦(Qp,T1 ⊗ ω−j).

For primes ` 6= p, we shall also set H1
F•,◦(Q`,T1 ⊗ ω−j) := H1(Q`,T1 ⊗ ω−j) so

that F•,◦ is a Selmer structure on T1 ⊗ ω−1 in the sense of [MR04]. It is easy to
see that the dual Selmer group H1

F∗•,◦(Q,T
∨
1 (1)⊗ωj)∨ is O[[Γ1]]-torsion if and only

if eωj Sel•,◦(T
∨(1)/Q(µp∞))∨ is O[[Γ1]]-torsion. Thanks to [MR04, Lemma 3.5.3],

our claim that eωj Sel•,◦(T
∨(1)/Q(µp∞)) is cotorsion follows once we verify that

H1
F∗•,◦(Q,T

∨
1 (1)⊗ ωj)[l] ∼= H1

F∗•,◦(Q, X
∨(1))

has finite cardinality. Note that we have written F•,◦ (resp., F∗•,◦) for the propa-
gation of the Selmer structure F•,◦ to X (resp., for the Selmer structure on X∨(1)
dual to F•,◦ on X).
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Consider the following diagram with exact rows and Cartesian squares:

0 // H1
F•,◦(Qp,T1 ⊗ ω−j) //

��

H1(Qp,T1 ⊗ ω−j)
Col•,◦ //

����

O[[Γ1]]

����
0 // H1

F (Qp, X) // H1(Qp, X)
φ // O

where the vertical arrows are induced by reduction modulo l (which we henceforth
denote by πX); the map φ is defined by the Cartesian square on the right; the
submodule H1

F (Qp, X) by the exactness of the second raw and the dotted arrow
by chasing the diagram. Note that the map φ is not the zero map thanks to our
choice of l.

For ` 6= p, let us also define

H1
F (Q`, X) := ker

(
H1(Q`, X) −→ H1(Qur

` , X ⊗Qp)
)
.

It follows from [MR04, Lemma 5.3.1(i)] (together with the dotted arrow in the
diagram above) that the reduction map modulo l induces a map

(6.2.2) H1
F•,◦(Q`,T1 ⊗ ω−j) −→ H1

F (Q`, X)

for every prime ` (including p), which factors through the injection H1
F•,◦(Q`, X) ⊂

H1
F (Q`, X). In particular, we have F•,◦ ≤ F in the sense of [MR04, Definition

2.1.1] and we have an injective map

(6.2.3) KS(X,F•,◦) ↪→ KS(X,F)

between the corresponding modules of Kolyvagin systems.

Using Lemma 3.7.1 of op. cit., it follows that the Selmer structure F is cartesian
(in the sense of [MR04, Definition 1.1.4]). Moreover, it is easy to see (recalling
that the map φ is not the zero map) that the core Selmer rank of F equals one. In
particular, by [MR04, Corollary 5.2.13], the finiteness of H1

F (Q`, X) is equivalent to
exhibiting a single Kolyvagin system in KS(X,F), whose initial term is non-zero.
We shall prove that the Euler system {eωjBF•,◦,n} of doubly-signed Beilinson–Flach
classes descend to a Kolyvagin system with this property and this completes the
proof.

Let us write BFω
j

•,◦ ∈ H1(Q(µn),T1⊗ω−j) for the class that maps to eωjBF•,◦,n

under the isomorphism (6.2.1) and let us set BFω
j

•,◦ := {BFω
j

•,◦,n}. As we have

explained in Remark 5.3.3,
{

BFω
j

•,◦

}
is a locally restricted Euler system. More-

over, [BL15, Theorem A.11] applies (with our choices here, recall that the Selmer
structure FL in loc. cit. corresponds to our F•,◦) and produces a Kolyvagin system

κ•,◦ = {κ•,◦n } ∈ KS(T1 ⊗ ω−j ,F•,◦).

We remark that the Kolyvagin system κ•,◦ is obtained from the Euler system

BFω
j

•,◦,n via [MR04, Theorem 5.3.3]. However, the results of Mazur and Rubin

show a priori only that κ•,◦ ∈ KS(T1 ⊗ ω−j ,FΛ) (namely, κ•,◦ is a Kolyvagin sys-
tem for the canonical Selmer structure FΛ of [MR04, Definition 5.3.2]). The fact
that the classes κ•,◦n verify the required local conditions at p follows from the fact
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that BFω
j

•,◦ is in fact locally restricted, as explained in detail in the proof of [BL15,
Theorem A.11].

On projecting κ•,◦ via πX and composing with the injection (6.2.3), we obtain
a Kolyvagin system πX (κ•,◦) ∈ KS(X,F). We have

πX (κ•,◦)1 = πX
(
κ•,◦1

)
= πX

(
BFω

j

•,◦,1

)
for the initial term of this Kolyvagin system. We are reduced to prove that

πX

(
BFω

j

•,◦,1

)
6= 0 for the choices above.

We now recall that l - eωjLS = Col4,� ◦ resp

(
BFω

j

•,◦,1

)
by the choice we made

on the degree one polynomial l. This in turn implies that πX

(
BFω

j

•,◦,1

)
6= 0, as

required. �

Remark 6.2.6. In the proof of Theorem 6.2.4, we only needed the anti-symmetry
property in (A–Sym) to hold for {(4,�), (•, ◦)} with m = 1 and {(•, ◦), (•, ◦)}
for all m ∈ N (P).

7. Analytic main conjectures

Our goal in this section is to translate our results on signed Iwasawa main con-
jectures into the “analytic” language of Pottharst and Benois (see [Pot12, Pot13,
Ben15]). This gives main conjectures which directly involve the p-adic Rankin–
Selberg L-functions (3.6.1), which is advantageous since the interpolating proper-
ties of these L-functions are much more explicit than those of the signed p-adic
L-functions LS of the previous section. However, it has the disadvantage of throw-
ing away all p-torsion information.

7.1. Cohomology of (ϕ,Γ)-modules. For each 0 ≤ r < 1, let

ann(r, 1) := {x ∈ Cp : r ≤ |x|p < 1}.

For E the finite extension of Qp in §1, we define the Robba ring

RE :=

{
f(π) =

∞∑
n=−∞

anπ
n ∈ E[[π]]

∣∣∣∣∣ f(π) converges on ann(r, 1)
for some r

}
.

The Robba ring comes equipped with actions of Γ and the Frobenius ϕ, via the
same formulae as in §2 above.

Definition 7.1.1. A (ϕ,Γ)-module over RE is a free module of finite rank d en-
dowed with a semi-linear Frobenius ϕ such that Mat(ϕ) ∈ GLd(RE) and with a
continuous commuting semi-linear action of Γ.

There exists a functor V 7→ D†rig(V ) between the category of p-adic representa-

tions of Gp := Gal(Qp/Qp) with coefficients in E and the category of (ϕ,Γ)-modules
over RE (see [CC99], [Fon90] and [Ber02]).
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For any (ϕ,Γ)-module D, we define its analytic Iwasawa cohomology H•an(D) to
be the cohomology of the complex [

D ψ−1−−−→ D
]
,

where ψ is the left inverse of ϕ and the terms are placed in degrees 1 and 2 re-
spectively. If V is a p-adic representation of Gp, then the results of [Pot13] show
that

Hi
an(Qp(µp∞), V ) ∼= Hi

an(D†rig(V ))

where Hi
an(Qp(µp∞), V ) = Hi(Qp,V†) denotes the analytic Iwasawa cohomology of

V as defined in §2.4.

7.2. Selmer complexes. Now let V be a continuous E-linear representation of GQ
which is unramified at almost all primes. Following Benois and Pottharst, we now
recall the complexes defined in §2.3 of [Ben15], which are are an “analytic” version
of the Selmer complexes of Nekovář in [Nek06]. Letting D be any (ϕ,Γ)-submodule

of D†rig(V |GQp
), we obtain a Selmer complex S(Q,V†;D) in the derived category of

H-modules. This is defined by a mapping fibre

cone

[
C•(GQ,Σ,V†)⊕

⊕
v∈Σ

U+
v

resv−i+v−−−−−→
⊕
v∈Σ

C•(GQv ,V†)

]
[−1]

where Σ is any sufficiently large finite set of places, and the U+
v are appropriate

“local condition” complexes; we choose these to be the unramified local conditions
for v 6= p, and the local condition at p is given by the analytic Iwasawa cohomology

of the submodule D ⊆ D†rig(V |GQp
). We write H•(Q,V†;D) for the cohomology

groups of the Selmer complex.

We shall apply this with V = R∗f ⊗ R∗g and with local conditions D given by

ϕ-stable subspaces of Dcris(V ). We set

Dcris(V )λ := Dcris(V )λfλg ⊕ Dcris(V )λfµg

= Dcris(R
∗
f )λf ⊗ Dcris(R

∗
g)

and

Dcris(V )λ,µ := Dcris(R
∗
f )λf ⊗ Dcris(R

∗
g) + Dcris(R

∗
f )⊗ Dcris(R

∗
g)
µg .

Let Dλ,µ and Dλ be the (ϕ,Γ)-submodules of D†rig(T ) corresponding to Dcris(T )λ

and Dcris(T )λ,µ respectively (see [Ber08] for an explicit description). We note that
Dλ,µ and Dλ play the role of regular submodules defined by Benois in [Ben15].

7.3. Analytic main conjectures. We are now ready to state the analytic Iwasawa
main conjecture formulated by Benois and Pottharst, specialized to our setting.

Conjecture 7.3.1. The module H2(Q,V†;Dλ) is torsion, and its characteristic
ideal is given by

charHH
2(Q,V†;Dλ) = Lp(fλ, g) · H,

where Lp(fλ, g) denotes the geometric p-adic L-function attached to f and g.
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(One can similarly define a Selmer group and formulate a main conjecture for the
“extra” p-adic L-functions L?

p introduced above, but we shall not give the details
here.) We now proceed to show how our results in the previous sections on signed
Selmer groups aid us to deduce some partial results towards Conjecture 7.3.1.

7.4. Bounds for analytic Selmer groups. Throughout the remainder of this
section, the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2.4 are in effect. We begin by reformulating
the result of Theorem 6.2.4 as a bound for H2(Q,T); we shall then translate this
into a bound for the analytic Selmer group.

Proposition 7.4.1. There exists a choice (•, ◦) and (4,�) such that neither
eηCol4,� ◦ resp (BF•,◦,1) nor eηCol•,◦ ◦ resp

(
BF4,�,1

)
is zero.

Proof. This follows from Propositions 6.2.3 and 5.3.4. �

From now on, we fix (•, ◦) and (4,�) such that eηCol4,� ◦ resp (BF•,◦,1) 6= 0.

As in Proposition 3.9.2, this implies that eηH
1(Q,T) is free of rank two. Choose

an eηΛ-basis {c1, c2} of this module.

Definition 7.4.2. Let r1, r2, D ∈ Λ be non-zero elements such that

E · BF•,◦,1 = r1 (Col•,◦ ◦ resp (c1) c2 − Col•,◦ ◦ resp (c2) c1)

E · BF4,�,1 = r2

(
Col4,� ◦ resp (c1) c2 − Col4,� ◦ resp (c2) c1

)
.

Here, the first equality takes place in H1
F•,◦(Q,T), whereas the second in H1

F4,�(Q,T).

Note that E, r1, r2 with the required properties exist since both modulesH1
F•,◦(Q,T)

and H1
F4,�(Q,T) have rank one.

Lemma 7.4.3. r1 = −r2.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.3.4. �

Proposition 7.4.4. E · char
(
H2(Q,T)

)
divides r1 · char (coker (Col•,◦)).

Proof. Let us set H1
/•,◦(Qp,T) := H1(Qp,T)/H1

F•,◦(Qp,T) and write ress•,◦ for the

compositum of the arrows

H1(Q,T)
resp−→ H1(Qp,T) −→ H1

/•,◦(Qp,T).

Poitou–Tate global duality gives rise to the following five-term exact sequence:

0 −→ H1
F•,◦(Q,T)/Λ · BF•,◦,1 −→ H1(Q,T)/(BF•,◦,1,BF4,�,1) −→

H1
/•,◦(Qp,T)

ress•,◦(BF4,�,1)

−→ H1
F∗•,◦(Q,T

∨(1))∨ −→ H2(Q,T) −→ 0 .(7.4.1)

The locally restricted Euler system machinery shows that

(7.4.2) char
(
H1
F∗•,◦ (Q,T∨(1))

∨
)
| char

(
H1
F•,◦(Q,T)/Λ · BF•,◦,1

)
.
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Combining (7.4.1) with the divisibility (7.4.2), we infer that

char
(
H2(Q,T)

)
char (coker (Col•,◦))

−1
Col•,◦ ◦ resp

(
BF4,�,1

)(7.4.3)

divides char

(
H1(Q,T)

(BF•,◦,1,BF4,�,1)

)
.

Moreover, we have

(7.4.4) Col•,◦
(
BF4,�,1

)
= E−1r2 det ◦Col(4,�, •, ◦)

where we have set

det ◦Col(4,�, •, ◦) := det

(
Col4,� ◦ resp (c1) Col•,◦ ◦ resp (c1)
Col4,� ◦ resp (c2) Col•,◦ ◦ resp (c2)

)
.

Let f4,� := Col4,� ◦ resp (and we similarly define f•,◦). Note that since we have

char (E(c1, c2)
/

(r1 (f•,◦ (c1) c2 − f•,◦ (c2) c1) , r2

(
f4,� (c1) c2 − f4,� (c2) c1

)
))

= E−2r1r2 det ◦Col(4,�, •, ◦) .(7.4.5)

it follows from definitions that

(7.4.6) char

(
H1(Q,T)

(BF•,◦,1,BF4,�,1)

)
= E−2r1r2 det ◦Col(4,�, •, ◦).

Combining (7.4.3), (7.4.4) and (7.4.6), the asserted divisibility follows. �

Let us choose F, s1, s2 ∈ H \ {0} so that

F · BFλ,µ = s1 (Lλ,µ ◦ resp (c1) c2 − Lλ,µ ◦ resp (c2) c1)

F · BFλ,µ′ = s2 (Lλ,µ′ ◦ resp (c1) c2 − Lλ,µ′ ◦ resp (c2) c1) .

We also set

det ◦L(λ, µ, λ, µ′) := det

(
Lλ,µ ◦ resp (c1) Lλ,µ′ ◦ resp (c1)
Lλ,µ ◦ resp (c2) Lλ,µ′ ◦ resp (c2)

)
.

Lemma 7.4.5. s1 = −s2.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.9.1. �

Proposition 7.4.6. We have the following divisibility of H-ideals:

char
(
H2(Q,V†;Dλ,µ)

) ∣∣∣∣ r1F

s1E
· char (coker Col•,◦) · char

(
H1(Q,V†;Dλ,µ)

H · BFλ,µ,1

)
.

Proof. The proof of this assertion is essentially the proof of Proposition 7.4.4 in
reverse, starting off with the 5-term exact sequence of H-modules

0 −→ H1(Q,V†;Dλ,µ)

H · BFλ,µ,1
−→ H1(Q,V†)

H · BFλ,µ,1 +H · BFλ,µ′,1
−→

H1
/λ,µ(Qp,V†)

ressp (BFλ,µ′)

−→ H2(Q,V†;Dλ,µ) −→ H2(Q,V†) −→ 0,

where H1
/λ,µ(Qp,V†) := H1(Qp,V†)/H1

an(Qp,Dλ,µ) and ressp is the natural map

ressp : H1(Q,V) −→ H1
/λ,µ(Qp,V†).
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Notice that we also rely on the fact that Lλ,µ : H1
/λ,µ(Qp,V†) → H is surjective,

and the fact that H2(Q,V†) = H⊗Λ H
2(Q,T) when we use here the statement of

Proposition 7.4.4. �

Corollary 7.4.7. The ideal char
(
H2(Q,V†;Dλ)

)
divides the ideal

char (coker Col•,◦)E
−1r1Fs

−1
1 Lλ,µ′(BFλ,µ,1) .

Proposition 7.4.8. r1F = r0s1E.

Proof. Recall the element BF1 ∈ FracH ⊗Λ

∧2
H1

Iw(Q(µp∞), T ) given as in Theo-
rem 3.9.1. Let us choose h ∈ Frac(H)× so that we have eηBF1 = h · (c1∧ c2). It fol-
lows from (5.3.1) together with the defining property of E and r1 that r0h = r1/E.
Comparing the definition of h and s1/F , we also see that h = s1/F . Our assertion
follows. �

Corollary 7.4.9. The ideal char
(
H2(Q,V†;Dλ)

)
divides

char (coker Col•,◦)Lp(fλ, g).

Proof. This follows on combining Corollary 7.4.7 and Proposition 7.4.8, together
with the observation that r0 ∈ Z is invertible in the ring H. �

Appendix A. Images of Coleman maps

We describe the images of various Coleman maps up to pseudo-isomorphisms,
which is relevant to our discussion in Remark 6.2.2. Throughout, T denotes the
representation R∗f ⊗ R∗g and LT : H1

Iw(Qp, T )→ H⊗ Dcris(T ) as before. We recall

the following result from [LLZ11].

Proposition A.1. Let z ∈ H1
Iw(Qp, T ), δ a Dirichlet character of conductor pn > 1

and 0 ≤ j ≤ kf + kg + 1, then

(1− pjϕ)−1(1− p−j−1ϕ−1)χj(LT (z)) ∈ Fil−j Dcris(T ),

(pjϕ)−n(χjδ(LT (z))) ∈ Qp(µpn−1)⊗ Fil−j Dcris(T ).

Proof. This is [LLZ11, Proposition 4.8]. �

Given a character η ∈ ∆̂ and an integer 0 ≤ j ≤ kf + kg + 1, we define

Vη,j :=

{
(1− pjϕ)(ϕ− p−j−1)−1 Fil−j Dcris(T ) if η = ωj ,

Fil−j Dcris(T ) otherwise.

Via our chosen basis {v1, v2, v3, v4} of Dcris(T ), we identify Dcris(T )⊗Qp with L. Let
us write Col : H1

Iw(Qp, T )→ O⊗Λ⊕4 for the morphism given by (Col#,#,Col#,[,Col[,#,Col[,[).

For each η ∈ ∆̂, we may then identify eηCol as a map landing inside O[[X]]⊕4 as
before via 1 + X = γ, where γ is our chosen topological generator of Γ1. Recall
that u = χ(γ).

Corollary A.2. Let z ∈ H1
Iw(Qp, T ), 0 ≤ j ≤ kf + kg + 1 and η ∈ ∆̂. Then,

eηCol(z)|X=uj−1 ∈ Vη,j .
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Proof. Note that eηLT (z)|X=uj−1 = χj(ηω−j)(LT (z)). Therefore, Proposition A.1
says that

eηLT (z)|X=uj−1 ∈ Pη,j(Fil−j Dcris(T )),

where Pη,j is given by{
(1− pjϕ)(1− p−j−1ϕ−1)−1 if η = ωj ,

ϕ otherwise.

Recall from (5.1.1) that

LT (z) =
(
v1 v2 v3 v4

)
·Mlog ·


Col#,#(z)
Col#,[(z)
Col[,#(z)
Col[,[(z)

 .

Note that eηMlog|X=uj−1 = A, which is a consequence of (4.2.3). Recall that
A is the matrix of ϕ with respect to the basis {v1, v2, v3, v4}, which implies our
result. �

Following [LLZ11, Proposition 4.11], this allows us to deduce the following de-
scription of the image of Col.

Corollary A.3. Let η ∈ ∆̂, then

eηIm(Col)⊗ E = {F ∈ O[[X]]⊗ E : F (uj − 1) ∈ Vη,j , 0 ≤ j ≤ kf + kg + 1}.

If S = {(4,�), (•, ◦)} ∈ S, this corresponds to a two-dimensional subspace in
Dcris(T )⊗E, generated by two elements of the basis {v1, v2, v3, v4}, which we denote
by VS. If we write ColS for the wedge product

Col4,� ∧ Col•,◦ :

2∧
H1

Iw(Qp, T )→ Λ,

then we may describe its image by

eηIm(ColS)⊗ E =

kf+kg+1∏
j=0

(X − uj + 1)nS,η,jO[[X]]⊗ E,

where nS,η,j = dimE VS ∩ Vη,j . If we do not tensor our image by E, we have that

eηIm(ColS) is pseudo-isomorphic to pµS,η
∏kf+kg+1
j=0 (X − uj + 1)nS,η,jO[[X]] for

some integer µS,η.
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